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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to give suggestions for how to preserve intangible 
cultural heritage (ICH) towards sustainability. We will use Tibet as a case study. 
Understanding the importance of ICH for tourism, we scrutinize ICH through the lens 
of strategic sustainable development (SSD) and use tourism as a leverage point to 
enter into a real life situation. ICH is the root of all cultural expression. Without 
guarding ICH there is little meaning to the physical culture that remains and, 
ultimately, tourism declines. ICH is a new topic and there is little research and few 
ideas as to how to guide its preservation. We offer recommendations which include 
identifying the stakeholders, educating them, adequate marketing research especially 
in tourism, investing on technology of dematerialization and searching substitutions 
under the guidelines of the Golden Rule within the social sustainability context. Our 
contributions is to build a vision of success for preserving Tibetan ICH via tourism 
within the constraints of the four sustainability principles, and then demonstrate some 
prioritized actions in order to develop towards sustainability. 
Keywords 

Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD), Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH), 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
 
Intangible cultural heritage (ICH) is defined as the practices, representations, 
expressions, knowledge, skills – as well as the instruments, objects, artifacts and 
cultural spaces associated therewith – that communities, groups and, in some cases, 
individuals recognize as part of their cultural heritage under the UNESCO 2003 
Convention for the Safeguarding of ICH.  
 
The importance of ICH relies on the relationship between ICH and sustainable society. 
The purpose of a sustainable society is to enable individuals to meet their needs by 
allowing interdependence, self-organization and diversity, which are the three 
characteristics that are widely referred to in science as determining the efficiency, or 
the fitness for purpose, of all systems in nature, including social systems. 
 
In a sustainable sense for our society, culture takes diversity forms across time and 
space. This diversity is embodied in the uniqueness and plurality of the identities of 
the groups and societies making up humankind. As a source of exchange, innovation 
and creativity, cultural diversity is as necessary for humankind as biodiversity for 
nature. Some ICH elements from communities’ practices, representations, expressions, 
knowledge, skills are rich in the admonitions being good fit system requirements like 
self-organization and interdependence for sustainable society.  
 
Yet, ICH are facing the fate of being in the declining situation: 1) Peoples’ life styles, 
such as the nomadic way of life, which is the root of many cultures, are fading, as 
they come face to face with globalization; 2) Traditional language, an important 
bearer of intangible culture, is being abandoned by younger generations; 3) Mass 
production is simplifying the process of creating traditional handcrafts; 
Commercialization is causing superficiality and organic ways of life, in balance with 
nature are being abandoned for commercialized convenience; 4) Our natural resources 
which are important to many aspects of ICH, are declining; 5) More and more local 
and indigenous people are run-over by armies of tourists, organized by tour operators 
who care little of their well-being.  
 
Although ICH has always existed, and has been facing the fate of declining, it has 
only been defined by UNESCO, since 2003. There has been little research into ICH 
and, therefore, little accomplished with regards to how to guide its preservation.  
 
Tourism, as a window of globalization, is the way to realize the contacting of different 
cultures. Tourism always involves culture, both tangible and intangible, as an 
important aspects and components of any community. If without culture diversity, 
tourism industry will lose its tour resources. Compared with the other industries, 
tourism has much more closer relationship with ICH. And the negative impacts of 
tourism are not inevitable. Tourism and ICH are inter-dependent. Our thesis focuses 
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on using tourism as a leverage point to facilitate ICH preservation transition towards 
sustainability.  
 
In our thesis, we take Tibet as a case to exam the reason causing ICH disappearance 
and the challenges we are facing so as to frame the strategies to help the sustainable 
ICH development.  
 
In Tibet, there are 14 ICH items which are under national preservation covering all 
the five ICH domains: 1) the oral traditions and expressions, including language as a 
vehicle of ICH includes The Epic of King Gesar; 2) performing arts includes five 
items includes Tibetan Opera, Shinze Dance, Gorchom Dance, Repa Dance, and the 
Cho Dance of Lhokha; 3) social practices, rituals and festivals includes Chamdo of 
Tashilhungpo Monastery in Shigatze; 4) knowledge and practices concerning nature 
and the universe has The Mercury Processing Method of Lhasa Northern Medical 
School and Formula Preparing Techniques for the Tibetan Medicine Rinchen 
Drangjor; and 5) traditional craftsmanship, which includes the following six items: 
Techniques for Tibetan Thangka, Tibetan Kites, Tibetan Papermaking, Tibetan 
Aprons, Tibetan Rugs, the Tsampa-making Techniques of Gya Water Powered Mill.  
 
The thesis analyzes the 14 items based on the following three research questions:  
 
1. What are some reasons for the disappearance of ICH? 
2. What are some current challenges for the preservation of ICH in supporting a 

transition towards sustainability?  
3. What are some early successes and strategic steps that can be taken to preserve 

ICH, as it relates to tourism, in supporting a transition towards sustainability?  
 
Each method we use in our thesis contributes to our research questions and overall 
findings. In our case study, we follow case study structure, which includes the 
problem, the context, the issues, and “lessons learned.” Case studies are often 
described as exploratory research, used in areas where there are few theories or 
deficient bodies of knowledge. This characteristic can be found in our research.  
 
The results of our case study could be divided into three big parts according our 
research questions from three different resources: literature reviews, professional 
interviews and questionnaire survey of Tibetan people’s perspectives. On answering 
the three research questions, they gave their own opinions according to the three 
research questions: 1) The reasons causing ICH disappearance include those as the 
negative impacts caused by globalization, commercialization and mass production, 
lower market demands, the change happened on living style, cultural integration etc; 2) 
the challenges for ICH preservation include lacking of theory support, the importance 
of ICH has not been enough esteemed, the characteristic of “living” makes it difficult 
of to preserve ICH, excessive commercialization, the challenge of continuing and 
creativity, lack of agreement on how to preserve ICH, the conflict on desire between 
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Tibetan people and tourists, the attitude of unwilling to change, lack of practical 
methods to preserve ICH, etc; and according to what have been described in the above, 
the recommendations for ICH preservation are: to raise tourists’ awareness, to gain 
supports from scholarly fields, to combining with market, to do more study on market 
demand, to allow integration will better help to preserve Tibetan ICH, to allowing 
culture to flourish in other places all over the world, to help Tibetan ICH promote 
capabilities.  
 
What we have attained in the case study parts is useful. The reasons and challenges 
are telling the happened reality. Some of the recommendations are fit for the right 
direction of sustainability. Yet, what we have attained from the case study reveals the 
shortcomings behind the recommendations if we use the Five-level Framewor, ABCD 
methodology and backcasting to analyze.  
 
The Five-level Framework is designed for qualitative problem analysis, community 
building, and for the development of investment-programs in businesses and 
municipalities. In our research we apply the Five-level model for organizing analysis 
and strategic planning towards sustainability. The Five-level Framework includes: 1) 
System level, where one describes the whole system, or “birds-eye view” and then all 
of the subsystems that are included therein. In this thesis, our target system is 
considered as how ICH preservation related to tourism industry within Tibetan society 
within the biosphere; 2) the Success level, where a shared mental model of a vision 
for success is understood with regards to the 4SPs, for sustainability in a social and 
ecological context. Therefore, a shared mental vision of ICH preservation is presented 
to maintain cultural diversity and in compliance with the 4SPs; 3) the Strategy level, 
where the strategic principles for success in the system are described. To achieve 
success we employ backcasting in the ABCD strategic process to analyze the gap 
between reality and the vision for the future, in order to reach the strategic goal of the 
vision; 4) the Action level, where all concrete actions to be taken are described and 
prioritized; 5) the Tools level, where various tools and concepts for sustainable 
development are decided upon and utilized, such as Max-Neef’s Matrix of Human 
Needs and the ABCD Strategic Tool, within the constraints of the 4SPs in our case 
study. 
 
The 4SPs mentioned above refers to basic principles for socio-ecological 
sustainability derived by The Natural Step to define the minimum requirements of a 
sustainable society. The principles are derived from basic laws of science and have 
been published and peer reviewed by the international scientific community. 
 
ABCD Methodology is a tool for applying backcasting from principles to a planning 
endeavor. It includes: A) understanding the system creating shared mental models B) 
assessing sustainability performance today C) establishing a vision of success and 
brainstorming solutions and D) prioritizing strategic actions 
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Backcasting is the planning ‘from success’ by starting with the desired outcome in 
mind and then determining the steps required to achieve the outcome. Once we know 
where we are today and where we need to get tomorrow, we are then in a position to 
“backcast” from a vision of success, identifying the incremental steps necessary to 
reach that sustainable future. We do this in order to see and evaluate the gaps between 
our vision and current reality of ICH preservation. 
 
By using the methods above, the shortcomings of the recommendations are identified 
from the case study part: 1) lack a long-term goal for ICH development. Although 
there are some early wins in ICH preservation, it lacks an ultimate goal which is to 
meet individual human needs in a sustainable way; 2) lack the knowledge for success 
of the social systems. There are recommendations on how to preserve ICH, but it 
lacks the constraints for success; 3) lack guidelines for successful strategies for social 
sustainability. Basic guidelines, or strategic principles, might function as a checklist 
when our actions and action programs are being formulated and evaluated in relation 
to the goal.  
 
The last step is to sort out the actions that can be taken within tourism from the case 
study, and to employ the Golden Rule as the guideline to make sure the actions are 
moving towards the right direction of sustainability.  
 
The reason for choosing the Golden Rule as the guideline is that “The Golden Rule” 
is an overriding method for working with social and cultural impacts within 
organizations for the humanizing of their decisions. It is built on the human capability 
for empathy--our inherent ability to place our self into other people’s situations-and 
can therefore be directly utilized as a method without prior training. It means if we do 
not want other people to do this to us, then we must seriously question if our actions 
are violating the rules of social sustainability    
 
It is a basic principle or strategic principles that might function as checklist when or 
actions and action programs are being formulated and evaluated in relation to ICH 
sustainable development. 
 
According to the Golden rule, there are some essential results that can help solve the 
problems within the reasons causing ICH disappearance and challenges for the 
preservation of ICH in supporting a transition towards sustainability: 1) 
dematerialization. Dematerialization means we must use the resources efficiently. We 
realize that we are in a transition period. Before finding the subsistence, we must be 
resource efficient in order that resource will be sufficient for the current population of 
Earth and throughout future generations; 2) substitution. Substitution means to use the 
abundant materials to take place the rare ones. We could not violate any of the 4SPs 
by the name of ICH preservation when using substitution. The strategy makes sure the 
preservation should be undertaken in the constraints; 3) humanization. Humanization 
could be a general strategic, whose requirement is that we must at least get rid of the 
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destructive influence of our practice on other people that cause us to be 
non-sustainable. 
 
The actions from the case study part are developed under the strategic guideline of the 
Golden Rule:  
 
1. To Identify Stakeholders; 
2. To Educate Stakeholders, to raise the awareness among stakeholders, which 

includes the education on tourism students, tourism employees, tourists, 
indigenous;  

3. To do more study on market demands, to combine with market; 
4. To help Tibetan ICH promote capabilities. 
 
Not all the actions we could take to preserve ICH towards sustainability. Yet, the 
actions mentioned are based on the strategic principles within the constraints of four 
sustainability principles. Here we just give an example how to use sustainability 
principles as constraints and the Golden Rule as strategic guideline based on the 
five-level framework to keep our actions of ICH preservation in the right direction.  
 
The situations in different regions and countries are varied hence the actions could be 
accepted and taken differently. We discover other areas for further research that might 
be of interest for those interested in ICH preservation, as it relates to tourism and 
moving towards sustainability. Because it appears that we have successfully applied 
SSD and the 4SPs to our unique angle for preserving ICH in tourism industry, it 
would be useful to incorporate other scientific theories to add more depth to the 
overall understanding of impacts.  
 
Since all the sub-systems in the social system are inter-dependent, tourism here will 
be just an example that how to combine an industry having close relationship with 
ICH to achieve the goal of ICH sustainable development by using the scientific 
theories we offered above. In our thesis Tibet is just a case study. The purpose of our 
thesis is not only present an example of how to use tourism as a leverage point to 
preserve ICH but an example how to preserve ICH under the scientific guidelines in 
the direction towards sustainability.   
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GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS 
 
Intangible Culture Heritage (ICH): Intangible aspects of a particular culture, often 
maintained by social customs during a specific period in history; also the ways and 
means of behavior in a society, and the often formal rules for operating in a particular 
cultural climate. These include social values and traditions，customs and practices 
aesthetic and spiritual beliefs, artistic expression, language and other aspects of 
human activity. The significance of physical artifacts can be interpreted against the 
backdrop of socioeconomic, political, ethnic, religious and philosophical values of a 
particular group of people. Naturally, intangible cultural heritage is more difficult to 
preserve than physical objects (UNESCO, 2003). 
 
ABCD Methodology: A tool for applying backcasting from principles to a planning 
endeavor. It includes: A) understanding the system creating shared mental models B) 
assessing sustainability performance today C) establishing a vision of success and 
brainstorming solutions and D) prioritizing strategic actions (Robèrt, 2000). 
 
Backcasting: Planning ‘from success’ by starting with the desired outcome in mind 
and then determining the steps required to achieve the outcome. Backcasting is in 
contrast to forecasting (Robèrt et al., 2006). 
 
Forecasting：Using projections of current trends to determine likely future outcomes; 
the limitation of forecasting when planning is that future scenarios are based on 
today’s assumptions and technology, which presumes that the only change possible is 
that which can be predicted (Robèrt et al., 2006). 
 
Backcasting from principles: A form of backcasting where ‘success’ is defined at a 
principle level. Applied to sustainability, the minimum requirements for a sustainable 
society can be defined (using sustainability principles) without constraining any 
options and allowing for creative solutions to evolve (Robèrt et al., 2006). 
 
Human Needs：Refers to nine (9) fundamental human needs (subsistence, protection 
affection, understanding, participation, leisure, creation, identity, freedom) elaborated 
by Chilean economist Manfred Max-Neef (Max-Neef, 1991). 
 
Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD) ：In this context refers to a ‘backcasting 
from sustainability principles’ approach to sustainable development whereby a vision 
of a sustainable future is set as the reference point for developing strategic actions. 
The Natural Step sustainability principles are used to define the minimum 
requirements of a sustainable society. 
 
Sustainability Principles (4SPs) ：Used in this thesis it refers to basic principles for 
socio-ecological sustainability derived by The Natural Step to define the minimum 
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requirements of a sustainable society. The principles are derived from basic laws of 
science and have been published and peer reviewed by the international scientific 
community. 
 
The Golden Rule: It lies at the foundation of all ethical principles, and is even 
present in the world’s religious. It is built on the human capability for empathy—our 
inherent ability to place our self into other people’s situations—and can therefore be 
directly utilized as a method without prior training. The Golden Rule is described in 
the negating form “you should not do to others what you do not wish them to do to 
you.”  
     
Upstream: Thinking about problems before they occur, so as to alleviate the more 
costly challenges of relieving the symptoms of such problems later on, or 
“downstream”. Uupstream approach to sustainability means problems are addressed at 
the source and are turned into opportunities for innovation and success. 
 
The Natural Step (TNS): An international non-governmental organization (NGO), of 
Swedish origin, which developed and promotes The Natural Step Framework for 
strategic planning towards sustainability. 
 
The Natural Step Framework：A framework for planning in complex systems, 
derived by TNS, assists in societal transformation to a sustainable future. 
 
Tibetologists: A person who studies things related to Tibet, including its history, 
religion, language, politics and collection of Tibetan articles of historical, cultural and 
religious significance. The articles may mean a collection of Tibetan status, shrines, 
Buddhist icons and holy scripts.  
 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO): is 
a specialized agency of the United Nations established in 1945. Its stated purpose is to 
contribute to peace and security by promoting international collaboration through 
education, science and culture in order to further universal respect for justice, the rule 
of law and the human rights and fundamental freedoms proclaimed in the UN Charter. 
 
The United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO): headquartered in 
Madrid, is a United Nations agency dealing with questions relating to tourism. It 
compiles the World Tourism Rankings. The World Tourism Organization is 
undoubtedly the most significant global body concerned with the collection and 
collation of statistical information on international tourism. This organization 
represents public sector tourism bodies from most countries in the world and the 
publication of its data makes possible comparisons of the flow and growth of tourism 
on a global scale. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
As the sun rises over the Tibetan landscape, one feels as much a part of the heavens as 
the Earth. Fiery red and gold rays of sunlight beam across the dynamic blue sky, 
contrasting with the magical colors of Tibet’s western landscape and the rolling green 
hills of the east. If you look closely at the faces of Tibet you see the contemplative 
beauty and wisdom of the land reflected in their expression. Walking along 
mountainous roadways you encounter pilgrims and monks of the Buddhist faith 
bowing their bodies down in prayer, touching the Earth, offering the whole of their 
being to their Buddha. For over a thousand years Buddhism has been the foundation 
of Tibetan society and it is integral to its culture. If you journey across Tibet’s high 
plateaus and experience its remarkably rich and colorful culture, it is easy to 
understand why Tibet attracts so many tourists. Ironically, Tibet’s appeal as a tourist 
destination, could lead to the downfall of the very culture people travel from around 
the world to experience. 
 
Currently, Tibet is experiencing a tourism revolution with a 30% increase in tourist 
visits every year (An, 2004). According to the United Nations Educational Scientific 
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), in 2005 tourism revenues reached three trillion 
US dollars (UNESCO, 2001). Tourism is the largest and fastest-growing industry in 
the world (Johnston, 2006). Projected rates of growth for tourism signal increased 
pressure on indigenous people, many of whom have little chance of understanding the 
tourism onslaught, let alone challenging unsustainable industry practices. The global 
consumer class is hungry for cultural nourishment—and the tourism industry is racing 
to feed that hunger, with little consideration of those whose wisdom and skills lead to 
the appeal. It is certainly not inevitable that tourism be one of the major causes of the 
deterioration of local culture off which it feeds. Tourism can be a valuable tool that 
allows us to stand face to face with people of another culture, and learn more about 
ourselves in so doing. Indeed, tourism can be an important component of human 
development, enriching the diversity of the planet. Without tourism, cultural diversity 
is not lived, experienced or felt through aesthetic emotions and comprehension of the 
values it contains (Robinson and Picard, 2006).  
 
The impact of tourism on local culture and indigenous people, it appears that, as 
things stand today, most forms of tourism, even so called “sustainable tourism” or 
“eco-tourism”, are not ultimately sustainable because, generally, the tourist industry 
excludes indigenous people from the process, including their thoughts, feelings and 
concerns about the tourist invasion. It tramples on them without prior consent and 
ultimately erodes their authentic culture, replacing it with a watered down version, 
which is then shrink-wrapped, packaged and marketed as “culture” to naïve tourists 
who flock to such destinations in developing regions around the world. There exists 
research which focuses on making tourism sustainable, yet fails to consider preserving 
the true heart and soul of authentic culture. If original, authentic culture disappears, 
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then ultimately tourism will decline (Johnston, 2006).  
 
Why is our research angle unique? ICH is the root of all cultural expression, which we 
will explain in more detail in the coming pages. Although ICH has always existed, it 
has only been defined by UNESCO, since 2003 (UNESCO, 2001). There has been 
little research into ICH and, therefore, little accomplished with regards to how to 
guide its preservation (i.e. policy recommendations, etc.) especially via science-based 
strategic sustainable development (SSD) methodologies. It is generally acknowledged 
that culture is one of the main reasons most people travel to developing regions, such 
as Tibet, and therefore it could be a key player in moving ICH preservation towards 
sustainability. In this paper we will focus on and examine ICH through the lens of 
SSD and use one of the key players in the collapse of modern-day 
culture—tourism—as our vehicle to enter into a relevant case study—Tibet. Our goal 
is to find ways to preserve ICH and help both the indigenous people, who are losing 
their culture, as well as the tourism industry, which depends heavily upon culture to 
feed its business. 
 
As a case study, Tibet is both unique and typical. Until the early 1980’s there was little 
or no opportunity for outsiders to visit Tibet. Tourism has only been permitted in Tibet 
for approximately 25 years (Song, 1999), therefore a lot of its authentic culture 
remains intact. Tibet also possesses an incredible array of culture. UNESCO lists five 
categories of ICH in the world, which we will discuss in more detail in section 1.3, 
and Tibet demonstrates ICH in all five of these categories. Finally, Tibet is a typical 
case because it appears to be proceeding in the normal pattern of high growth tourism 
development without sufficient planning for how to preserve aspects of its ICH that 
the Tibetan people deem desirable to preserve.  
 
Before entering more deeply into understanding ICH, it is imperative that we should 
first understand what the strategic sustainable development is and describe which 
formula we will employ in this paper, in order to analyze the ways and means by 
which ICH might be preserved. 
 
1.1. STRATEGIC SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF ICH 
 
Being strategic about sustainability begins with taking a whole systems perspective of 
the situation. Individuals within organizations, within society within the biosphere as 
a whole, must see how their actions aggregate from small scale to larger scale and 
understand their role in the overall movement towards sustainability (Robèrt et al., 
1997).  
 
Sustainable ICH preservation in Tibet is our research goal. Damage to cultural 
property belonging to any people whatsoever means damage to the cultural heritage of 
all mankind, since all people make a contribution to the culture of the world 
(Merryman, 2003). In order to preserve ICH we need to see the big picture and 
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understand how all of the smaller pieces fit into this big picture, so that the actions we 
take will help us move in the right direction towards sustainability, rather than down a 
blind alley. At the same time we need some degree of flexibility, as well as a good 
strategy and prioritized actions, in order to achieve a good return on our investment.  
 
To assure that we have successfully implemented sustainable ICH preservation, the 
four sustainability principles (4SPs) should be used as constraints to guide us to 
identify the challenges, look for appropriate solutions that are an improvement over 
what currently exists (with regards to overall sustainability), and which are moving us 
in the right direction towards sustainability.  
 
The four basic principles for sustainability (4SPs) constitute and state: 
 
In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing… 
 
I…concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth’s crust, 
II…concentrations of substances produced by society, 
III…degradation by physical means, 
 
And, in that society… 
 
IV…people are not subject to conditions that systematically undermine their capacity 
to meet their needs (Robèrt, et al., 2006). 
 
Before we arrive at a principled definition of sustainability or strategic sustainable 
development of ICH，we should have enough knowledge and understanding of the 
current reality of Tibetan ICH preservation and how it relates to tourism industry 
within Tibet society within biosphere. The figure 1.1 may help us frame the general 
picture of our research. 
 

 

Figure 1.1 Research Overview 
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This systems view reveals an important point, which is the complex challenge 
involved in moving current ICH preservation towards sustainability. Tourism and ICH 
preservation are subjects which are inseparable—one cannot ultimately sustain 
tourism without preserving ICH. There has been much work accomplished in the area 
of sustainable tourism and preserving tangible or material aspects of culture. The 
detailed descriptions of how ICH relates to sustainability and tourism are respectively 
provided in section 1.2.3 and 1.3.  
 
Our research focus is about intangible culture. Though these are inter-related, it 
remains much work to be done in the area of ICH preservation, especially when 
considering the use of the 4SPs as constraints. According to our analysis, we identify 
that not all aspects of ICH are beneficial with regards to sustainability and some 
aspects of ICH do not lead to a sustainable civilization. So we have to shift those 
negative aspects into positive or flush them out by using the 4SPs as a guide. Detailed 
explanations are presented in the discussion section 4.3. Tibet as a particular case 
study, we analyze results from our research surveys, examine challenges of Tibetan 
ICH preservation and identify the positive interaction between tourism and ICH, so as 
to utilize tourism as a leverage point to promote sustainable Tibetan ICH 
development. 
 
In additions, from the whole system perspective, the complexity of the challenges 
facing people and organizations stems from systematic use of natural recourses and 
effects on our common environment. This challenge can be illustrated using the 
metaphor of a “funnel”. Unsustainable development can be visualized as society 
entering deeper and deeper into a funnel, in which the space for deciding on options is 
becoming narrower and narrower per capita. This reality contrasts sharply with a 
widely held illusion that we are in a ‘cylinder’ where isolated social and ecological 
impacts come and go in an unrelated series of events, without creating large-scale or 
cumulative impacts (Robèrt et al., 2006). 
 

 
 

Figure 1.2 The Funnel Metaphor shows the systematic decline in Options for 
society and organizations within society. (the Natural Step, 2007) 
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The multiple expressions of ICH constitute some of the fundamental sources of 
cultural identity for people and communities, as well as a wealth, which is common to 
the whole of humanity. Deeply rooted in local history and natural environment and 
embodied, among other things, by a great variety of languages, that translate as many 
world visions, these expressions are essential factors in the preservation of cultural 
diversity. In a quest for new economic prosperity and keeping up with the rest of the 
world, we are entering into a downward spiral, while still acting as if we are in a 
cylinder, rather than a funnel. This leads to further thoughtless deterioration of natural 
resources and systems.  
 
It is important to point out that culture and nature are inseparable. You cannot separate 
ICH preservation (the root of all culture) from natural resource preservation (the basis 
of our existence). It is not the indigenous or villagers of developing regions around 
the world who are destroying the environment, cutting down forests and damning up 
waterways. Generally, it is the ecologically illiterate, elite, consumer-class that does 
not appear to full grasp the interconnectedness of all things—especially nature and 
culture (Bangs, 2006). ICH, the root of all culture, and one part of the overall system, 
are facing the same fate of being in the declining situation: 
  

 Peoples’ life styles, such as the nomadic way of life, which is the root of many 
cultures, are fading, as they come face to face with globalization;  

 Traditional language, an important bearer of intangible culture, is being 
abandoned by younger generations (American Voice, 2003);  

 Mass production is simplifying the process of creating traditional handcrafts; 
Commercialization is causing superficiality and organic ways of life, in balance 
with nature are being abandoned for commercialized convenience; 

 Our natural resources, which are important to many aspects of ICH, are declining, 
as the "invasion" of tourists’ continually increases, consuming nearly everything 
in its path; 

 More and more local and/or indigenous people are run-over by armies of tourists, 
organized by tour operators who care little of their well-being. 

 
As we mentioned before, our research destination is to get ICH out of the declining 
situation by utilizing tourism as a leverage point under guidance of four sustainability 
principles. Tibet is a case study example to fit into the other similar regions of the 
world. Now that we understand SSD and the importance of systems thinking, as well 
as having a shared mental model and how it applies to our thesis. It is important to 
better explain ICH and its relationship with tourism in detail in order to set the context 
for our research and findings. 
 
1.2. UNDERSTANDING ICH  
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1.2.1. ICH DEFINITION, CHARACTERISTICS AND CATEGORIES 
 
The definition of and various actions of preserving ICH, have experienced only a brief, 
history. Beginning in the year 1966 a series of proclamations, proposals, and 
documents began to emerge, but it was not until October of 2003 that UNESCO 
officially adopted, defined and elaborated ICH in the 32nd session of the General 
Conference and Convention for the Safeguarding of the ICH. At this time they began 
to categorize various aspects of ICH. The general idea is that ICH is “non-physical 
heritage”, such as folklore, artifacts, dance, oral traditions, and masterpieces.  The 
approaches, which involve the recognition of communities and groups as those who 
identify, enact, recreate and transmit the intangible or living heritage, found their 
culminating point in the adoption of the Convention for the Safeguarding of the 
Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH), which entered into force on April 20, 2006 
(UNESCO, 2001).  
  
There are several international organizations now devoting themselves to ICH 
preservation, such as the World Tourism Organization (WTO), as well as many 
national and regional organizations, such as the Russian Committee for the 
Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage, and the ICH Working Committee of 
Canada, etc. 
 
Definition 
 
According to the 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding of ICH held in Paris on 
October 17, 2003, “intangible cultural heritage” (ICH) to be safeguarded under this 
Convention is defined as: the practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, 
skills – as well as the instruments, objects, artifacts and cultural spaces associated 
therewith – that communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognize as part 
of their cultural heritage. This ICH, transmitted from generation to generation, is 
constantly recreated by communities and groups in response to their environment, 
their interaction with nature and their history, and provides them with a sense of 
identity and continuity, thus promoting respect for cultural diversity and human 
creativity. For the purposes of this Convention, consideration will be given solely to 
such ICH as is compatible with existing international human rights instruments, as 
well as with the requirements of mutual respect among communities, groups and 
individuals, and of sustainable development. (UNESCO, 2003) 
 
Characteristics  
 
ICH is a human being’s heritage, unique to each community. Its particularities are 
contained in both contents and forms. To understand these particularities will be the 
premise of apprehending and preserving ICH correctly. According to UNESCO, 
characteristics of ICH include the following aspects (UNESCO, 2002): 
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Frequent absence of link with specific locations 
 
Many ICH items, if not most manifestations of ICH do not depend on, for their 
enactment, a specific building or, for that matter, a specific place in the open. This 
goes for most traditional forms of music, for most oral traditions, knowledge about 
nature, and the universe.  
 
Human borne, hence mobile and ephemeral 
 
ICH is human borne and, therefore, mobile and ephemeral. The depository of the 
knowledge required for enacting and recreating ICH elements, and the regulatory 
system from where the necessary skills are activated, are located in the human mind, 
and the main means of expression of ICH is the human body. 
 
Limited in duration and evolving 
 
Intangible expressions and representations have a limited duration partially 
conditioned by the limits of memory and more physical limitations on the part of the 
performers, and, of course, by the stamina of the audience. However, such expressions, 
if they belong to the living heritage, can and will be enacted again and again, but 
never exactly in the same way. 
 
Transmitted from generation to generation 
 
Mortality sees to it that the ICH, or rather the knowledge and the skills required for 
intangible heritage items, together with the often tacit presumptions about their 
function in the social texture of a community, have to be transmitted from generation 
to generation. 
 
Often spread over large areas or dispersed 
 
Since human beings, who are the carriers of ICH, tend to live in groups, often in large 
groups, and since cultural manifestations are easily borrowed between groups, many 
elements of ICH can be found spread over large territories, often belonging to 
different States.    
 
Not safeguarded as living heritage by means of documentation 
 
Documentation means that one enactment of an intangible item, or a series of items, is 
placed on paper, or on another method for recording, such as an audio visually. 
 
Categories 
 
ICH, as defined in the paragraph above, is manifested, among other things, in the 
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following domains:  
 

 Oral traditions and expressions, including language as a vehicle of the intangible 
cultural heritage, for instance The Cultural Space and Oral Culture of the 
Semeiskie; The Oral and Graphic Expressions of the Wajapi in Brazil; The Oral 
Traditions of the Aka Pygmies of Central Africa in Russia 

 Performing arts, for instance the Gbofe of Afounkaha: The Music of the 
Transverse Trumpets of the Tagbana Community from Côte d’lvoire; Georgian 
Polyphonic Singing from Georgia, Opera dei Pupi; Sicilian Puppet Theatre from 
Italy 

 Social practices, rituals and festivals, such as the Carnival of Binche from 
Belgium, Baltic Song and Dance Celebrations from Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania, 
as well as the Indigenous Festival of the Day of the Dead, from Mexico  

 Knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe, such as The 
Andean Cosmovision of the Kallawaya 

 Traditional craftsmanship, such as Cross Crafting and its Symbolism in Lithuania 
and Latvia; Woodcrafting Knowledge of Zafimaniry from Madagascar; and 
Taquile and its textile art from Peru (UNESCO, 2003). 

 
A document referred to as, A Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, 
was established by UNESCO. This List plays a major role in ensuring the visibility of 
ICH, in increasing awareness of its significance and also in encouraging dialogue that 
respects cultural diversity. Its Intergovernmental Committee will draw up criteria 
governing the establishment, updating and publication of this list (UNESCO, 2002) 
 
Tibetan ICH Items 
 
In Tibet, there are 14 ICH items which are under national preservation, most of which 
are in the domains of the performing arts and/or traditional arts and crafts: 
 

 Oral traditions and expressions, including language as a vehicle of ICH. This 
domain covers just one item in Tibet: The Epic of King Gesar 

 Performing arts, of which there are five items included in it are: Tibetan Opera, 
Shinze Dance, Gorchom Dance, Repa Dance, and the Cho Dance of Lhokha  

 Social practices, rituals and festivals, which includes one item: Chamdo of 
Tashilhungpo Monastery in Shigatze 

 Knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe. The Mercury 
Processing Method of Lhasa Northern Medical School and Formula Preparing 
Techniques for the Tibetan Medicine Rinchen Drangjor are two items so declared 

 Traditional craftsmanship, which includes the following six items: Techniques for 
Tibetan Thangka, Tibetan Kites, Tibetan Papermaking, Tibetan Aprons, Tibetan 
Rugs, the Tsampa-making Techniques of Gya Water Powered Mill (Liu, 2006).. 
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1.2.2. WHY CULTURE COLLAPSES  
 
On the threshold of the possible extinction of culture, we arrive at a bitter finding that, 
after we have occupied the planet by culture, we can no longer pursue an expansion 
strategy. The emergence of culture is probably the greatest event in the history of the 
earth. If we do not want to perish together with the other higher forms of life, we 
should try to transform global culture and change the direction of its evolution. We are 
faced with the urgent task of reaching a correct philosophical understanding of the 
current situation and of putting forward a strategy for the long-lasting, sustainable 
development of our civilization. Since the observance of the principles and rules of 
such a strategy can prevent the collapse of culture, we must formulate them explicitly, 
as soon as possible (Smajs, 1997). The 4SPs are an example of non-overlapping 
principles, formulated explicitly, which can guide the strategy to prevent the collapse 
of culture and move it towards sustainability. 
 
It is possible for ICH practices that are unsustainable to be adapted in order to move 
in the direction of sustainability. Each community should decide for themselves 
whether ICH practices are something they still desire or not. If the response is “yes” 
to preserving an aspect of ICH, then they can use the principles to guide them in 
moving towards sustainability. We now know that when culture is not examined, for 
its ultimate sustainability, it becomes the main challenge to develop sustainability.  
 
In preserving culture, it is helpful to be able to categorize fundamental reasons for 
cultural and societal collapse. By identifying (or categorizing) factors for collapse it 
becomes easier to see the big picture and where to begin to prioritize and apply the 
principles. Jared Diamond studies the literature and finding of anthropologists, 
sociologists, archeologists and cultural anthropologists whose focus is understanding 
cultures that have collapsed. After exhaustive research, he discovers that there are five 
general factors involved in the ultimate collapse of societies (Diamond, 2005): 
 
1. Human environmental impact (i.e. deforestation, pollution, etc.); 
2. Climate change (not necessarily caused by humans); 
3. Trade between or within cultures (leading to lack of self-sufficiency); 
4. Political and religious factors (which can include civil war); 
5. External enemies (i.e. invasion and war). 
 
The five factors for collapse are a useful tool, when used alongside the 4SPs, to 
discover where to begin prioritizing in moving towards SSD. Culture impacts nature 
and humans create culture. This is the reasoning behind combining the factors for 
collapse with SSD. They can be used together to discover, analyze and prioritize what 
aspects of ICH, within the five categories for collapse, appear to be in violation of the 
principles. If this combination is used before a society collapses, due to environmental 
disaster, they can help conserve what remains and assist in redirecting, rebuilding and 
developing in the direction of sustainability. These factors help break the big picture 
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down into smaller pieces, making priorities more apparent. If experts agree that these 
five factors are involved in the collapse of a culture and society, then it is common 
sense to begin to apply SSD and the 4SPs to each of these categories. It is imperative 
to understand ICH and how its aspects, actions and processes relate to these 5 factors 
for collapse, so they can be analyzed within the constraints of non-overlapping 
principles. 
 
1.2.3. ICH AS IT RELATES TO SUSTAINABILITY 
 
Interdependence, self-organization, and diversity are intrinsic and complementary 
components of robust and sustainable systems. They are crucial to the function of the 
social system that provides and protects our opportunities to meet our need. A society 
will be ineffective in meeting human needs if it fails to secure the political, cultural 
and economic system that:  
 

 Protects and promote human rights, freedom of expression, equal opportunity, 
freedom of movement and equal protection under the law (self organization); 

 Protects and promotes freedom of thought, cultural and religious diversity and the 
freedom to be different (diversity); and 

 Protects and reinforces the kind of cohesion, reciprocity, trust, freedom of 
association, access to resources and education, upon which all societies depend 
(interdependence) (Robèrt et al., 2006) 

 
ICH takes diversity 
 
We will repeat the previously ICH definition that specifically points to “diversity” as 
being one of the key ingredients towards a sustainable community or socio-economic 
and cultural system: ICH, transmitted from generation to generation, is constantly 
recreated by communities and groups in response to their environment, their 
interaction with nature and their history, and provides them with a sense of identity 
and continuity, thus promoting respect for cultural diversity and human creativity 
(UNESCO, 2003). 
 
In considering a sustainable society, cultural diversity through time and space is 
embodied in the uniqueness and plurality of the identities of the groups and societies 
of humankind. As a source of exchange, innovation, creativity and cultural diversity 
are as necessary for humankind as biodiversity is for nature. It is the common heritage 
of humanity and should be recognized and affirmed for present and future generations 
(Chen, 2006). Like cultural diversity, which stems from it, ICH is a guarantee for 
sustainable development and peace (UNESCO, 2002). 
 
Some elements of ICH help us understand and remember two other requirements for 
success in a social system. 
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Again, in the definition of ICH, it says, “the practices, representations, expressions, 
knowledge, skills… ICH…is constantly recreated by communities and groups in 
response to their environment, their interaction with nature and their history ... In this 
sense, ICH is the intellectual and spiritual basis for the tangible culture which is 
produced and visible to the naked eye. Without guarding ICH and the history of a 
region, there is little meaning to the “physical” culture which follows.  
 
Some ICH elements from community practices, representations, expressions, 
knowledge, and skills are rich in admonitions for being good and fit systems. They 
meet system requirements like self-organization and interdependence for a sustainable 
society. Even the local people do not understand what sustainability principles and 
social sustainability are. They believe that what they are doing aligns with those 
admonitions, hence with sustainability.  
 
Using Tibet as a case study for our research has given us the opportunity to note that 
for a long time in history, the code and constitution in Tibet were built on Buddhism’s 
fundamental commandments (Pingco and Nuozhang, 1996). The social moral 
standard has long been influenced by these same commandments. These 
commandments highlight the harmonious relationship between human beings and 
nature. ICH items in Tibet are based upon, contain, practice and disseminate these 
commandments. 
 

 Elements related to a communities’ interaction with nature help us understand 
some conditions and constraints for success within a social system. 

 
The commandments related with the natural environment include six parts, which are 
the forbidden things in order to maintain sustainable mountains, lakes, lands, wildlife, 
stocks and other living creatures. The forbiddances for mountains, lakes and wildlife 
have close relationship with sustainability principles 1-3. 
 
The forbiddances for mountains include not excavating or deforesting, not allowing 
hunting, or removal of any wildlife. It is also forbidden to pollute lakes or “pile 
pollution aside the lake”, as well as to fish. With regards to the land, it is forbidden to 
dig on the grassland randomly, to destroy the surface of the land, or to move soil from 
one place to another, which would prevent the natural autumn winter grasses from 
occurring. It is also forbidden to burn“dirty things”on the land. As for wildlife: it used 
to be forbidden to catch, scare, expel and to eat eggs (Nan, 2003). 
 

 Elements related to communities’ interdependence with all species for sustainable 
society 

 
Tibetan Buddhism values are based on the core value of “do good, not harm and 
self-sacrifice”, which can be fulfilled by the “four views”. The four views are:  
mother, benefactor, and Buddha and good fortune views, emphasize the friendly 
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relationship between individuals and world peace.  
 
The benefactor view means every one in the world is independent. All species are 
inter-supportive and interrelated. No one can meet his/her needs and be successful 
without the other’s support. It is important to consider everyone as your benefactor. 
 
The good fortune view means when you are willing to practice the virtues hence you 
can enlightenment, there must be other people to take them. So the others are the 
fortune-well for your achievement. 
 

 Elements related to self-organization for a sustainable society 
 
The mother view means every creature in the world is born by their own mother. With 
each reincarnation, there must be a mother. It is possible a certain creature was once 
your mother. It is logical to accept every species as your mother and love them.  
 
The Buddha view tells us every species has the capacity to be the future Buddha. To 
respect all of them means the possibility of respecting the future Buddha.  
 
Tibetan ICH items have been integrated with the commandments described above. It 
is easy to find these teachings here and there. In fact the commandments are another 
way to describe some requirement for a sustainable society. The contents of ICH 
items are rich in all the commandments mentioned. According to traditional teaching, 
when people are painting Tangkha, it is required to chant the Buddhism scripture 
because Tangkha’s contents are all about Buddha or Buddhism. Tibetan Opera takes 
Buddhist stories and outstanding people who have given great contribution to 
Buddhist history as its main contents. It also uses the forms of songs, dances and 
stories to teach people to do “virtues” (Wang, 1998). 
 
Most of the Tibet ICH items, with their core teachings or core values, coincide with 
the idea “since we are interdependent, we need to be able to exercise our inborn 
ability to be self-organized in that context, and—to that end—utilize the inherent 
diversity of life including the diversity of the human society. This ability is crucial to 
the satisfaction of our needs—i.e. keeping ourselves physically, mentally and socially 
health. We should sign out i) interdependence, ii) our self-organizing capacity; iii) 
diversity; and the interplay between these qualities, as founding conceptions in the 
creation of robust and human societies.” 
 
1.3. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TOURISM AND ICH 
 
Tourism can be regarded as a means of economic development, international 
understanding, peace, prosperity and universal respect for, and observance of, human 
rights and fundamental freedoms (Robinson and Picard, 2006).   

It is notable to realize that in the long term, no one culture can successfully exist 
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without contact with other cultures and other cultural influence, drawn from diverse 
histories and the complexities of constant global change (Gardner, 1997). Tourism is 
the way to realize the contacting of different cultures. Tourism always involves 
culture, both tangible and intangible, as an important aspects and components of any 
community. Tourists engage with the cultural heritage of a destination not only though 
monumental forms but in more intangible ways as the past enshrined in contemporary 
behaviors and practices.  
 
The very nature of culture entails that it is not static. Rather it evolves and changes, 
and as such, the multifaceted relationships it shares with tourism also change 
(Fabrizio et al., 2000). Tourism, as a form of industry, relies heavily on ICH and they 
are inter-dependent. ICH preservation can be promoted with the help of tourism. 
Some ICH, in certain regions, has been neglected by the indigenous for such a long 
time that they are facing a fate of endangerment and extinction. Named “under 
threatened ICH”, they have become saved and are flourishing, for the sake of tourism 
and their value is being re-estimated. Such thriving culture in a community supports 
local tourism to develop in a sustainable direction. Tourism is foremost a form of 
economic development which has cultural resources at its foundations. However, it is 
also a form of development that, although bound to economic realities, is nonetheless 
a means by which individuals and societies can gain access to insights of another’s 
places and past, because tourism, in its widest sense, has long mobilized culture as a 
central means to make sense of the “other” and to make the “other” visible (Yachay, 
2002). 
 
A thriving tourism industry, as a window of globalization, while presenting serious 
threats of uniformity on ICH, may facilitate its dissemination, mainly through new 
information and communication technologies, thereby creating a digital heritage also 
worthy of safeguarding. Tourism can therefore facilitate the emergence of a set of 
references common to all humankind and thus promote values of solidarity and 
tolerance, resulting in a better understanding of others and a respect for ICH. 

  
1.4. RESEARCH SCOPE & LIMITATIONS 
 
Our scope is limited to interrelationship between ICH preservation and tourism 
industry, with Tibet as our case study. As we have pointed out, Tibet is good case 
study with regards to ICH preservation, because it has aspects which fall into all five 
categories of ICH, recognized by UNESCO. There are certainly many other places 
around the globe that possess similarly rich amounts of ICH, but due to time 
limitations, we chose to focus on one solid case study, so that we could go more 
in-depth, rather than exploring a multitude of case studies more superficially. Also, 
our research and analysis of preserving ICH is limited by our inability to travel Tibet 
and interface directly with local people during our project. We are aware that 
globalization has a significant impact on ICH loss, whether we are speaking of 
tangible or intangible culture. Finally, due to the number of pages constraints, we need 
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to limit our scope and narrow our focus to conform to given requirements. Therefore, 
our scope was narrowed and limited to how local ICH can be strategically analyzed, 
as it relates to tourism in regions, such as Tibet, in order to move ICH towards 
sustainability  
 
1.5. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
Wherever people live in the world, most everyone shares the same desire to better 
themselves and partake in the benefits of modernization. For developing regions the 
question is not whether or not modernization is needed. The question is how it can be 
managed and balanced with changes, which accompany modernization and 
commercialization. Our purpose is to seek answers on how the indigenous and/or 
local intangible cultures can be developed and to identify how we utilize tourism 
industry as a leverage point to move ICH preservation towards sustainable 
development. 
 
Our research questions are:  
 
1. What are some reasons for the disappearance of ICH? 
2. What are some current challenges for the preservation of ICH in supporting a 

transition towards sustainability?  
3. What are some early successes and strategic steps that can be taken to preserve 

ICH, as it relates to tourism, in supporting a transition towards sustainability? 
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2. METHODOLOGY 
 
Our case study is based on the method “backcasting” from principles，with an 
emphasis on the interaction between ICH preservation and tourism industry, to find 
opportunities for ICH sustainable development in Tibet. 
 
2.1. RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
Maxwell's Qualitative Research Design informs the research design of our thesis. (See 
Figure 2.1) Qualitative research is an inquiry process of understanding based on 
distinct methodological traditions of inquiry that explore a social or human problem. 
The researcher builds a complex, holistic picture, analyzes words, reports detailed 
views of informants, and conducts the study in a natural or social setting (Creswell, 
1998). A qualitative approach is to understand the particular, the individual and the 
unique. It is appropriate when the researcher needs to understand attitudinal and 
motivational factors behind the behaviors of a group of people (Robson, 2002). 
 

Goals: 
   

Why this study? 

Conceptual 
Framework: 

   
What do you think 

is going on? 

Methods: 
   

What will you 
actually do? 

Research Questions: 
   

What do you want to 
understand? 

Validity: 
   

How might you be 
wrong? 

 

Figure 2.1 Model for Qualitative Research Design (Maxwell, 2005) 

 
2.2. CASE STUDY 
 
Case studies are often described as exploratory research, used in areas where there are 
few theories or deficient bodies of knowledge (Hussey and Hussey, 1997). This 
characteristic can be found in our research. We identified a case for our study, Tibet, 
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and its ICH preservation relating to tourism industry. Our case is an example of a 
“bound system”. It is bound by time (three months for the data collection) and 
specific location (Tibet). We used extensive, multiple sources of information in data 
collection to provide a detailed, in-depth picture of Tibetan ICH and how to preserve 
them in alignment with the 4SPs, thus preserving it by utilizing its tourism industry as 
a leveraging point to move Tibetan ICH development towards sustainability.  
 
We spent considerable time describing the context of the social setting for this case, 
beginning with a detailed system overview of the current reality of Tibetan ICH 
preservation, relating to its tourism industry, as well as the interaction/interplay 
between them. We also looked at how the needs, of the local and/or indigenous people, 
are being met via their options or choices for satisfying such needs. Data collection, 
using multiple sources of information, such as interviews, documents, questionnaires 
and audio-visual materials are presented and discussed. Relating these to the literature 
we review, we advanced research questions to be addressed, providing our findings of 
analysis of the study and broadened interpretations for the meaning of this case study. 
 
Each method we use in our thesis contributes to our research questions and overall 
findings. In our case study, we follow (Lincoln and Guba, 1985) case study structure, 
which includes the problem, the context, the issues, and “lessons learned.” We also 
add our own personal signature to this study by presenting tables and figures with 
information about the extent of our data collection and the research questions 
necessary to address in planning for strategic sustainable development of Tibetan ICH 
preservation, as it relates to its tourism industry. The research questions are framed in 
alignment with the a strategic planning method for sustainability based on backcasting 
from socio-ecological principles so as to understand where we are, what is happening 
now, where to go and the prioritized strategies to move ICH preservation relating to 
tourism industry towards sustainability. The epilogue at the end of our study presents 
our perspectives and ideas in a narrative format in order to communicate ways that 
other developing regions might choose to pursue, as well as move their ICH towards 
sustainability. 
 
2.3. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
  
Throughout our research, several models are used to help guide our analysis. A 
five-level model provides a framework for understanding, analyzing, and planning 
within complex systems (Robèrt, 2000).  Backcasting is a planning methodology that 
is particularly helpful when problems at hand are complex and when present trends 
are part of the problem that one is attempting to solve. When applied in planning for 
sustainability, backcasting increases the likelihood of handling the ecologically 
complex issues in a systematic and coordinated way, and foresees certain changes, 
from a self-beneficial point of view, of the market and increase the chances for a 
relatively strong economic performance (Robèrt et al., 2006). The ABCD 
methodology guides the process of backcasting and helps in putting forth a vision or 
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success for sustainable ICH preservation, as it relates to the tourism industry, as well 
as considering strategies that can be used by other groups to move toward their vision 
for success. 
 
2.3.1.  THE FIVE-LEVEL FRAMEWORK  
 
The Five-level Framework is designed for qualitative problem analysis, community 
building, and for the development of investment-programs in businesses and 
municipalities. For comprehensive planning in a complex system, it is valuable to 
describe and portray different ‘system levels’, in order to keep a clear distinction 
between them. In our research we apply the Five-level model for organizing analysis 
and strategic planning towards sustainability (Robèrt et al., 2006). The five levels are 
described below, as adapted to facilitate strategic sustainable development: 
 

1. the System level, where one describes the whole 
system, or “birds-eye view” and then all of the 
subsystems that are included therein. In this 
thesis, our target system is considered as how 
ICH preservation related to tourism industry 
within Tibetan society within the biosphere. 

2. the Success level, where a shared mental model 
of a vision for success is understood with 
regards to the 4SPs, for sustainability in a social 
and ecological context. Therefore, a shared 
mental vision of ICH preservation is presented 
to maintain cultural diversity and in compliance 
with the 4SPs. Local people realizes the 
importance of preserving sustainable aspects of 
their ICH. Tourism, as a service industry, plays 
an important role in preserving ICH in Tibet. 

3. the Strategy level, where the strategic principles 
for success in the system are described. To achieve success we employ 
backcasting in the ABCD strategic process to analyze the gap between reality and 
the vision for the future, in order to reach the strategic goal of the vision. 

4. the Action level, where all concrete actions to be taken are described and 
prioritized. Decide upon prioritized actions, based on the tools employed to reach 
the vision for success.  

5. the Tools level, where various tools and concepts for sustainable development are 
decided upon and utilized, such as Max-Neef’s Matrix of Human Needs and the 
ABCD Strategic Tool, within the constraints of the 4SPs in our case study. 

 
2.3.2. BACKCASTING 
 
Using a principle-based definition of success, in tandem with a backcasting approach, 
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we realize we can invent the future, rather than trying to predict it. An effective way to 
plan in a complex system and ensure success—is to strategically head towards 
sustainability via ‘backcasting’ from a vision for said success. Once we know where 
we are today and where we need to get tomorrow, we are then in a position to 
“backcast” from a vision of success, identifying the incremental steps necessary to 
reach that sustainable future (Robèrt et al., 2006). This vision then acts as a reference 
point for planning and prioritizing actions, measuring progress and understanding 
what is occurring today. This method differs from present forecasting approaches that 
extend past and current trends into the future and assume the only change possible is 
that which can currently be predicted. In contrast, backcasting is a proactive, positive 
approach to strategically turn plans and goals into concrete actions without 
constraining the future with current, possibly outdated, assumptions (Blume, 2006).  
 
At the beginning of the discussion part, we envision a successful future as our 
intended outcome and then we ‘backcast’ from the four sustainability principles to 
examine the present situation. We do this in order to see and evaluate the gaps 
between our vision and current reality of ICH preservation in this case study. We are 
then able to develop strategies to achieve our vision for success.  
 
2.3.3. ABCD METHODOLOGY 
 
Throughout our thesis, we use the ABCD methodology, which combines backcasting 
from a vision for success, as well as the 4SPs and the “funnel metaphor”—to assist us 
identifying problems and tourism industry as a leverage point, then prioritizing 
solutions to preserve ICH towards sustainability in Tibet. 
 

 

Figure 2.2 The Natural Step ABCD Methodology (the Natural Step, 2007) 

 
The ABCD methodology relating to our case study includes four logical steps: 
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A Step: Awareness. Understanding the whole system as well as all of the subsystems. 
In this case ICH preservation, tourism industry, Tibetan socio-ecological environment, 
to ensure that appropriate system boundaries are defined. 
 
B Step: Baseline. Understanding current violations of the sustainability principles 
within these systems and what we can do to improve. 
 
C Step: Clear and compelling vision for sustainability. Setting a vision for success 
(sustainable ICH development) and looking for appropriate solutions, using the 4SPs 
as constraints and backcasting to the current reality of Tibetan ICH preservation. 
 
D Step: Down to action. Strategically prioritizing actions/measures generated from “C 
step”.  
 
Moreover, actions/measures that answer “yes” to all three of the following questions 
provide the strategic element of the methodology (Robèrt et al., 2006): 
 
1. Do these measures proceed in the right direction with respect to all principles of 

sustainability? 
2. Do these measures provide a stepping stone or flexible platform, for future 

improvement? 
3. Are these measures likely to produce a sufficient return on investment (ROI) to 

further catalyze the process? 
 
These three critical questions will be examined in our discussion section of this thesis. 
 
2.4. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Our method, pursued because of recommendations from supervisors, interviewees, 
peers and colleagues, includes a comprehensive literature review, conducted for this 
study, using information from various databases of academic books, journals provided 
by the library at Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH), course books and previous 
masters’ theses from the Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability (MSLS) program. 
It also includes the Electronic Library Information Navigator (ELIN) searches, and 
other outside search engines, such as Google. Key words include strategic sustainable 
development, intangible culture heritage preservation, tourism development, local 
residents’ attitudes and behaviors, etc. Also, some Chinese resources are referred to 
(and translated) in our research, such as the Chinese Tourism Industry Report, the 
Tibetan Daily Newspaper, the Tibetan Tourism and Culture Journal, as well as data 
from the Tibet Tourism Bureau Statistics Office.  
 
Useful sources of information have been documented, prioritized and were shared 
within our research group. Key findings, along with our own ideas, were summarized 
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and discussed during our group meetings. We had dialogues, concerned with and 
involving our ideas and personal experience, with our supervisors, colleagues and 
relevant researchers, in order to familiarize ourselves with the major concepts for our 
paper—such as SSD, ICH preservation and human needs factors. We combined and 
synthesized all of this newly discovered knowledge during the course of our, brief, 
three-month thesis project timeline for our Masters of Strategic Leadership towards 
Sustainability program at BTH. 
 
2.5. PROFESSIONAL INTERVIEWS 
 
As a research method, interviewing typically involves you, as a researcher, asking 
questions and, hopefully, receiving answers from the people you are interviewing. It is 
very widely used in social research and there are many different types. A commonly 
used type of inquiry distinguishes among structured, semi-structured and unstructured 
interviews. The different types can link, to some extent, to the depth of response 
sought (Robson, 2002). Semi-structured and unstructured interviews are widely used 
in flexible, qualitative designs. In order to get some fresh information about the 
current situation regarding ICH preservation as it relates to the tourism industry, 
semi-structured interviews via telephone and the internet were conducted. 
  
Interviews were conducted with several leading Tibetologists familiar with Chinese 
and Tibetan culture and history, as well as an expert in cultural anthropology focused 
on SSD in tourism. We use such methods to understand the current situation of ICH 
preservation, the life styles of the Tibetan people, some typical challenges for ICH 
preservation and how we utilize tourism industry help move ICH preservation in Tibet 
towards sustainability.  
 
The interview questions (see Appendix A) are structured based on the “Five Level 
model” as following: 
 

 Level 1:  Tibetologists’ perspective of the current reality of sustainable 
development in Tibetan ICH preservation. 

 Level 2:  Tibetologists’ vision for preserving Tibetan ICH relating to the 
tourism industry and their ideas for the future of Tibetan ICH. 

 Level 3:  Tibetologists’ thoughts on strategy, both inside (strength and 
weaknesses) and outside (opportunities and threats) for improving the 
preservation of ICH as it relates to tourism in Tibet. 

 Level 4:  Tibetologists’ thoughts on prioritized actions and means of 
implementing such actions. 

 Level 5:  Tibetologists’ suggestions for introducing other tools to reach the 
goal of preserving sustainable ICH as it relates to tourism. 

 
The interviews with these experts are recorded and the main findings from these 
interviews are presented in our results section of this thesis. 
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2.6. SURVEY 
 
Most surveys involve the use of a questionnaire. Our survey focuses on the role of 
human satisfiers, based on the preservation of sustainable aspects of ICH. In order to 
obtain general feedback from different perspectives, we decide to sample local 
residents’ perspectives, focusing mainly on younger people, regarding Tibet’s ICH 
preservation. The reason we choose to focus, largely, on the younger people in Tibet is 
because UNESCO states that young people are the key to preserving their ICH.  
 
Since there are a variety of backgrounds in our target group (i.e. some of them are not 
well-educated), the questionnaire is designed to be easily understood. Many of the 
questions are multiple-choice, requiring only a single response. This is useful in 
maintaining participant attention and assuring that they complete the survey. It is also 
beneficial for us to analyze their responses. 
 
The structure of our questionnaire is based on the ABCD methodology and parts of 
Max-Neef’s Human Needs Matrix. The reason for using the human needs matrix is 
that since lifestyles of local people are closely connected with their culture, so it is 
important to see how they understand and accept their culture in their daily life so as 
to identify some solutions to preserve their local ICH. The questions emphasize on 
three separate and distinct areas of their lifestyle and culture (See Appendix B), 
including: 
 

 Participant awareness of the impact of ICH preservation relating to tourism 
development, as well as what sustainability, generally, means to them. 

 Participant attitudes and concerns about their current lifestyle, including their 
personal values, their lifestyle choices and their vision of a desirable future. 

 Participant behaviors as to what actions they have already taken for the 
preservation of local ICH in their daily lives, what they have to improve, what 
challenges exists for them in making such improvements and what prioritized 
actions relating to tourism industry they would take to move local ICH towards 
sustainability . 

 
Tibet University is very interested in our research and is, therefore, willing to support 
us in conducting our survey. With the help of Tibet University and approximately 300 
students from the department of Tourism Management are involved in answering our 
questionnaire. Besides, some of these students took to the streets in assisting us in 
collection of additional data from other local and/or indigenous people in our target 
group. While these surveys are being conducted, our thesis group creates and carries 
out an online survey in order to gain even more objective data from additional 
participants, not necessarily affiliated with Tibet University.  
 
As previously mentioned, Tibet University students assist us in conducting 
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face-to-face interviews as another approach for data collection. It is easy for them to 
visually verify that the people they are interviewing fall-into the desired target group 
for this project. Data collection is conducted in their local communities, such as the 
Tibet University campus and popular “local hangouts”. The students who assist us 
manage to collect approximately 180 additional responses to our survey from peers, 
friends, family members and strangers who belong to the target group. In the end, 
nearly 500 local and/or indigenous target people in Tibet help answer the 
questionnaire. 
 
2.7. VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY 
 
Validity is concerned with whether the findings are really about what they appear to 
be about (Robson, 2002). Our study has a clear analytical stance and is largely 
designed like any other study of this kind. The primary data is collected by using a 
well developed questionnaire as well as semi-structured interviews. The surveys for 
our research are carried out among local residents of Tibet, and data collection is 
conducted in local communities, Tibet University’s campus, and other popular “local 
hangouts”. The students, who assist us with the face-to-face interviews, do so by 
stopping people belonging to the desired target group. This helps add to the validity of 
our survey by ensuring that the local Tibetan feedback is from our desired target 
group. In order to gain additional feedback from sources other than younger people 
being simultaneously surveyed, our group conducts a semi-structured telephone 
interview with several experts. Obviously, the data is collected in such a way so that 
we believe it to be “the truth” at the time the participants answer the questionnaires 
and/or interviews. Consequently, the findings reported are based on valid data and 
consistent analysis.  
 
Reliability refers to the extent to which a measuring instrument contains variable 
errors; that is errors, which appear inconsistent from observation to observation, 
during any one measurement attempt or varying each time a given unit is measured by 
the same instrument (Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 1996). Unreliability of 
provided data or information could have several causes, the major ones being 
participant error and/or observer error, which in turn may depend on whether the 
concepts and content in the questionnaires/surveys, during the actual collection 
process or interview, were clear to respondents. Again, in order to minimize such 
potential problems, the questionnaire is designed to be easy and understandable. As 
previously mentioned, in most cases the questions require only a single response to a 
multiple choice type question. Moreover, before the questionnaire is distributed to 
participants, a small pilot study is conducted by our research group, to ensure those 
questions, use in the final survey, will be specific, simple and capable of being 
answered by the sample population—not to mention being free of bias. Reliability is 
also determined by how accurately the authors assemble, arrange and code the data. 
Our research group put a lot of effort into ensuring the analysis is as clear as possible 
in order to get effective results. In summary, all of the data included in our analysis 
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appears to be valid and reliable and, therefore, accurate with regards to our results and 
conclusions.
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3. RESULTS OF CASE STUDY 
 
This chapter provides the analysis of the case study results through the lens of SSD, 
so as to understand the experts’ and local people’s concerns, attitudes and behaviors 
about the possibility for preserving ICH in Tibet. Throughout the case study, the 
results are compiled from a comprehensive literature review, professional interviews 
with experts and the questionnaire survey with the Tibetan people. The findings we 
present here are guided by our three research questions: 
 
1. What are some reasons causing the disappearance of ICH?  
2. What are some current challenges of preserving ICH to support a transition 

towards sustainability?  
3. What are some early success and strategic steps that can be taken to preserve ICH 

to support a transition towards sustainability?  
 
Implications of the results of our findings are explored further in the discussion 
chapter. 
 
3.1. LITERATURE REVIEWS  
 
The opinions presented here are from different sources, such as documents, online 
data, journals, articles published by national governments; institutions involved in 
international tourism and/or organizations concerned with ICH preservation, such as 
the World Tourism Organization, UNESCO; and, too, professional individuals. With 
regards to our three questions, they expressed varying opinions and points of view.  
 
The definition of ICH is relatively new, so research in this field is not as deep as in 
many other fields of study. Using available literature, it is easy to discover some 
common characteristics, for example: 1) ICH preservation should keep the pace with 
the world by aligning with UNESCO’s series of declarations on ICH preservation; 2) 
faced with the onslaught of globalization, Tibet has to be active in its response 
because it is absolutely impossible to be isolated anymore; and 3) the majority of 
information presented shows ICH being lost, with much confusion and many 
challenges prevailing, regarding this phenomenon. We discovered few strategies or 
even suggestions that one could take in order to deal with the overall situation of ICH 
loss. 
 
3.1.1. REASONS CAUSING THE DISAPPEARANCE OF ICH 
 
The negative impacts caused by globalization 
 
Before analyze the negative impacts caused by globalization, it is necessary to present 
that it has been realized that every culture has negative aspects, just as every culture 
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has wonderful things to experience and enjoy (Du, 2007) and so-called traditional 
cultures are constantly changing with or without outside influences, such as impacts 
from tourism in developing regions. It is therefore ignorant to assume that these 
developing nations’ traditional cultures should not or will not change. In Tibet, 
globalization, which is inevitable, can either be openly embraced or passively 
embraced or accepted (Dunzhup, 2006).  
 
The Tibetan people are an example of, if we say the ‘holy land’ of Tibet, it appears 
equivalent to saying they are of a primitive industry and a backward lifestyle and, 
perhaps that holy land should be gotten rid of. The cost of that type of mentality is 
poverty and ignorance for the people living in developing regions. For those that 
suggest these developing regional cultures should remain primitive—it is no 
difference than us suggesting that westernized cultures such as Europe return to their 
primitive roots in their middle Ages. Such thoughts, generally, convey that the Tibetan 
people welcome the advantage brought on by globalization. Who is to say which 
culture is better or worse, or what kind of life is better or worse? With the Tibetan 
people, for example, there is no difference of opinion. They have the same needs and 
wants as anyone else in the world (Ma, 2000).  
  
In facing with the different dimensions brought by the globalization, Tibetan people 
will have the burden of the negative impacts while also enjoying the advantages 
brought to them via the same resource. The most notable reasons cause the 
disappearing of ICH is that the extreme vulnerability of ICH, which is threatened by 
disappearance or marginalization, as a result inter alia of conflicts, intolerance, 
excessive merchandising, uncontrolled urbanization or rural decay, requires that 
governments take resolute action respecting the context in which the intangible 
cultural heritage is expressed and disseminated (UNESCO, 2001). When two cultures 
meet, the stronger of the two overtakes the weaker of the two (Dunzhup, 2006). 
.  
Commercialization and mass production 
 
Commercialization is another aspect of modernization influencing Tibetan culture, 
with the largest impact being currently felt in the area of traditional handcrafts. Many 
extraordinary handcrafts items, which could bring large profits to locals, are 
becoming mass produced and marketed, without respect to or alignment with the 
traditional methods for their creation. The largest perpetrators of this mass production 
syndrome, which is heavily impacting the traditional arts and crafts industry in Tibet, 
are mostly the non-indigenous people, who have moved into Tibet to profit from the 
money tourism brings. This form of commercialization has created a lucrative market 
which attracts the indigenous, who, by moving to Tibet, cause not only significant 
impact in the traditional handcrafts market, but also in maintaining of traditional 
customs as well.  
 
Handcrafts, such as Thangka Painting, are being taken over by non-indigenous people 
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who lack the skills of the indigenous professionals. Because of their mass production 
techniques and much lower quality offerings, they are able to charge a much lower 
price, which is difficult for laymen to compete with. The mass produced Thangka has 
driven many skilled and professional Tibetans away from this, their traditional art 
form, which is responsible for the bulk of their income. The result of this is that fewer 
and fewer indigenous people are involved in the creation of the Thangka.  
 
What’s more, an increasing number of indigenous people are devoting themselves to 
those forms of business that will bring them more money and are, thus, abandoning 
such other traditional art forms as Tibetan incense and papermaking. In the wave of 
commercialization hitting Tibet, more and more indigenous folks are losing their 
sense of connection to their culture as it, too, slowly erodes beneath them. 
 
Lower market demands 
  
Because of a much lower market demand, the performances do not provide adequate 
income, thus, fewer and fewer young people are willing to learn them; some oral 
expression arts are endangered because of the older generation’s death (Suo, 2006). 
 
The change happened on living style  
 
The living chanting artists of the Epic of King in Tibet number just over 40 in total 
with ages ranging from 50 to 70 (Yang, 2006). It is rare that young people are willing 
to learn and memorize the 2,000,000 words in this ancient poem. Today it is far 
removed from their lives.  
 
The relationship people have to their religion—Buddhism is much weaker than it used 
to be. The situation, as in some performing artists (Yang, 1995) such as the chanting 
of the Epic of King Gesar could have dreams where they encountered and spoke with 
King Gesar, who would then inform the artists more about his story. We call this 
situation spiritual intervention, via dreams. The next day they are able to chant even 
more about their nomadic king. This happens only when the artists are totally 
absorbed in their religion and their belief, so much so that they enter into a spiritual 
zone that science cannot measure, due to a lack of an overall understanding of such 
realms. Some people think this is fake, yet no one can explain why some artists can 
ultimately chant 100,000 words beyond what they were able to before such spiritual 
interventions via dreams or trances apparently occurred for them. But for people today, 
who are living far from nature and not always think about such heroes, it is difficult 
for them to experience the same depth as artists before them have done. Normally, 
they simply memorize and recite what they are taught, and, perhaps, never experience 
a spiritual visit or intervention.                      
 
There is no space currently being held in order that they might foster this particular 
aspect of their culture— the root of the particular culture it stems from—the nomadic 
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life style is disappearing. Certain related knowledge and practices concerning nature 
and the universe are also being lost. The Mercury Processing Method of Lhasa 
Northern Medical School was recovered in 1980 after over ten years’ of research and 
study. Another ICH item, Rinchen Drangjor is also disappearing due to a lack of 
natural materials required for its creation (Li, 2006). 
 
Other reasons 
 
Besides globalization, some other reasons also play a role in causing the loss of ICH, 
which include: 1) changes in the natural environmental; 2) the influence of outside 
cultures; 3) the acceleration of living pace; and 4) education systems etc (Yang, 2006) 
 
3.1.2. CURRENT CHALLENGES OF ICH PRESERVATION 
 
Current challenges towards ICH preservation, generally, involve governments, 
organizations, and individual states of mind. Though there are the UNESCO series 
declarations to refer to, different ICH items in different communities are facing 
specific situations, like natural resource evaluation, social value, territory, politics, etc. 
Cultural survival, of less developed regions, depends on the actions, attitudes and 
internal mechanisms are at play regarding the interactions between stronger and 
weaker nations (Dunzhup, 2006). As a part of the world and as influenced by 
globalization herein, Tibet’s ICH is facing the same challenges as the other parts of 
the worlds (Wu, 2006). 
 
Lack of theory support 
 
A few years ago, an ICH preservation project abruptly began in China and academic 
circles did not have the proper time to prepare a theory that could support them in 
their preparations. Local governments and people seem ready for ICH 
preservation—and even enthusiastic about it—but scholars are still in confusion as to 
how to define and explain it to others; including its connotation, extensions, why it 
must be protected, and how it will be protected. ICH protection should start with a 
scientific and systematic theory to support itself. Without such a theory to support 
their efforts, ICH preservation could lead scientists and others down a blind alley, or 
even add to the destruction of ICH, due to ignorance on the part of those undertaking 
such preservation (Liu, 2006). 
 
The importance of ICH has not been enough esteemed  
 
The crisis of cultural diversity has not raised a wide-range of attention. For a long 
time, the media has been reporting on the crisis associated with the loss of 
biodiversity and has called for the protection of the environment. Yet cultural diversity, 
which is facing the same sorts of impacts, has not been highlighted in the press. The 
biodiversity crisis has been given the same focus, and therefore has not received the 
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same amount of attention as the loss of biodiversity. We have mentioned that cultural 
heritage and natural heritage are inseparable—meaning you cannot have one without 
the other. We should be aware of the importance of cultural diversity, no less than 
bio-diversity. If there is damage to our cultural diversity, there will likely be a threat 
to our over ten thousand years of combined human culture, as well as on our spiritual 
world.  
 
The characteristic of “living” makes it difficult of to preserve ICH 
 
The most significant characteristic of ICH is its “living” culture. Skills are activated 
and logged in the human mind, which guide the main means of expression of ICH via 
the human body. For culture to survive, ICH depends on people to carry the technique 
forward. Tangible culture (like the Potala palace, Norbulinka Park, or Jorkhang 
Temple) remains as but a lonely souvenir, if they are not destroyed physically or 
removed. The challenge we are facing, regarding ICH, is how to find those who 
would choose to inherit these endangered ICH items, in order to keep them alive  
 
Excessive commercialization 
 
Another challenge is ICH preservation versus commercialization. The phenomenon of 
emphasizing nomination but neglect preservation is all too common. ICH items can 
be a prudent source of income for those who have mastered the art inherent in their 
being. To Abuse such items and to over-exploit through such means as mass 
production by outsiders unfamiliar in authentic techniques, are the most typical 
phenomenon associated with the demise of ICH. Social practices, rituals festive 
events and performing arts are becoming simply tricks to attract the tourists (Liu, 
2006).  
 
Tourists are brought to visit the so called Tibetan Clinic run by fake Tibetan doctors. 
The doctors recommend that the tourists buy the most expensive Tibetan 
medicines—seldom offering that they ought to buy the less expensive formulas. This 
is unfortunate for the tourists who then miss the opportunity to observe experience 
and understand such unique and authentic aspects of Tibetan culture, like the mercury 
processing method of Lhasa Northern Medical School and the Formula Preparing 
Techniques for the Tibetan Medicine Rinchen Drangjor. These ICH items changes as 
some runner’s wish or randomly cater to tourists and to earn profits rather represent 
authentic forms of ICH. 
 
Illegal trades of ICH historical products  
 
Some Tibetan ICH items, along with the other historical objects from other parts of 
China, are illegally shipped to other countries. In order to pursue the highest profits 
from some historical objects, tradesmen collaborate with those from other countries to 
ship some ICH items to the other places with shipping containers, because there are 
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no laws to prevent against this in order to protect it.  
 
On this point, there are even comments that items necessary for Tibetan IC H 
departing to other countries is a good thing instead of bad thing, because the items 
will be better preserved in those places, than they might be in China or in the 
Autonomous Region of Tibet, specifically. It is a sad reflection on all of us, which 
people hold such an unconcerned attitude or awareness of ICH and its preservation 
and, therefore, neglecting authentic ownership of such items (Wu, 2006).       
 
The challenge of continuing and creativity 
 
In all the ICH items, handcrafts are comparative easy to preserve because there is a 
need for such items. Some folk music and dance disappear faster than the other items 
because of being lack of need (Liu, 2006). As recognized in the Report of the World 
Commission on Culture and Development (Arizpe et al., 1997) cultural creativity is a 
valuable resource which requires nurturing.  
 
The idea of cultural creativity is difficult to express, but in part it is the result of the 
dynamic process by which cultures interact with their environments and other cultures. 
Cultures undergo a learning process in order they can adapt and survive. Creativity 
exhibits itself in an artistic and intellectual sense, a technological sense and in an 
institutional or governmental sense. As a process it is essential for all societies, as 
they navigate themselves through the complexities of modernization and 
‘globalization’ (UNESCO, 2002).  
 
The two extremes are to try and keep original ICH until they disappear at last and/or 
to develop ICH items beyond reasonable limits so that the ICH items become dubious. 
Creativity is acceptable and understandable and inevitable. The challenge is how to 
combine the continuing and creative so as the ICH can survive as a continuum and 
develop align with human needs. 
 
How to follow the guidelines 
 
To preserve ICH, there guidelines have been put forward to follow, which include: (a) 
adopt a general policy aimed at promoting the function of the intangible cultural 
heritage in society, and at integrating the safeguarding of such heritage into planning 
programs; (b) designate or establish one or more competent bodies for the 
safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage present in its territory; (c) foster 
scientific, technical and artistic studies, as well as research methodologies, with a 
view to effective safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage, in particular the 
intangible cultural heritage in danger; (d) and adopt appropriate legal, technical, 
administrative and financial measures (Zou, 2006). 
 
The challenge here is, all the guidelines mentioned above are in general but not for a 
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specific item. When narrow down to a certain item, or an ICH domain, how 
promoting ICH preservation, how do we combine the guidelines, even though we 
have been given the right direction with regards to those guidelines, given the specific 
situation in Tibet? 
 

3.1.3. POSSIBLE STRATEGIES AND EARLY SUCCESS FOR ICH PRESERVATION 

 
Tourism can mobilize the development of ICH 
  
Increasingly varied forms of ICH are being mobilized for the purposes of tourism and 
they are experiencing living heritage as a particularly enriching quality for both 
tourism and the community. Tourists, by definition, spend only a short period of time 
in any particular place and, thus, they are only able to experience selective aspects of 
the host culture. Tourism allows the preservation of forgotten or threatened heritage 
resources, the mobilization of whom can generate economic wealth and feelings of 
collective identity. The industry can bring far more less impact to the local culture 
(Robinson and Picard, 2006).  
 
Supports from scholarly fields 
 
Scholarly fields now have realized the advantage that tourism industry can bring to 
intangible culture and its preservation. As we mentioned above, scholars have stated 
their opinions on how tourism can be used as a leverage point to preserve ICH 
items—including those in Tibet. But when we searched for literature on possible 
strategies that could be taken within the context of tourism, regarding ICH 
preservation (in Tibet), there appeared to be few in-depth studies in this issue. At the 
Tibet ICH Preservation Conference in year 2006, it was mentioned that tourism can 
help to preserve ICH in Tibet. 
 
Raise tourists’ awareness 
 
It is necessary to help tourists realize the truth that domestic and international tourism 
continues to be among the foremost vehicles for cultural exchange, providing a 
personal experience, not only of that which has survive from the past, but of the 
contemporary life and society of others. To educate tourists to respect local people’s 
choice and accept their contemporary life but not force them to keep what they want 
to see.  
 
Combining with market 
   

 To form folk art performing groups 
 
The actions could be taken includes encouraging folk artists and/or groups: Tibet is 
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rich in its performing arts and the continuation of these different aspects of this art 
form depends on individual participation. Some of the ICH items, such as Shinze 
Dance, Gorchom Dance, have their roots in the common people of Tibet and are the 
dance forms can be performed at any time to express happy emotion when Tibetan 
people are together. Tourists are welcome to participate in this form of dance and, 
hopefully, learn from it. Many elements of ICH have been preserved in this manner. 
 

 To open the rituals and festive events for the tourists could prove beneficial 
 
The annual ceremony called the Lhoka Yalung Arts festival, Chamdo Khang Arts 
Festival, N Horsakchue Racing Festival, Shodun Lhasa Festival, and Ngari 
Xiangxiong Arts Festival are all becoming more and more popular. They combine 
ICH items, such as Tibetan Opera, Shinze Dance, Gorchom Dance, Repa Dance, Cho 
Dance of Lhokha, and so on, with modern singing and dancing performances, so as to 
meet both the need for traditional and modern cultural emergence. Chamdo of 
Tashilhungpo Monastery in Shigatze (Xiluo, 2005), which is the only ritual that 
currently belongs to the UNESCO list of 14 ICH items for Tibet, is also open to the 
public.   
 

 Do more study on market demand  
 
In order to help study the market demands to promote such skilled ICH techniques, as 
well as the market demands and ICH preservation instead of only depending on 
government’s financially aid Various Tibetan incense with different smell, with the 
research of market demands, are produced and is becoming one of the most popular 
souvenirs. 
 
Other strategies 
 
Besides what have been described above, there are other opinions of how to help ICH 
preservation in tourism industry like: to foster more young people to inherit their 
culture. Since 2000, Tibetan Tour Bureau collaborates with universities inland of 
China and Tibet university to send Tibetan children to study Tibetan tourism. The 
bureau will hire these students as their tour guides after their graduation. So far, there 
have been some 200 students graduated. The tour guides can grasp the system 
knowledge means the propagate of ICH items will be well informed to the tourists. 
 
Early successes 
 

 Tourism represents a significant opportunity for ICH development and 
preservation 

 
First, as a labor intensive activity, tourism is able to offer a wide range of employment 
opportunities involved ICH, highly skilled and qualified to unskilled. The traditional 
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performance arts like dance and singing performed for tourists, is an innate skill for 
Tibetan people. “As soon as they know how to walk, they know how to dance and as 
long as they know how to speak, they will sing”. Local people have not usually been 
educated and are therefore not aware that they might join in the protection of their 
ICH and, perhaps, gain a new source of income in so doing (Xiao, 2004). Finally, and 
importantly, tourism, unlike some other industrial sector, can allow culture to flourish 
and exhibit itself to a global audience which in turn raises awareness of the true 
potential of developing nations. 
 

 Tourism has helped some ICH items’ value to be rediscovered 
 
Secondly, because of tourism the importance of the value of some endangered 
elements of ICH has been realized and the items are, therefore, recovered for the sake 
of tourism. Some aspects of ICH are being restored and revitalized with the help of 
tourism. For example, Tibetan paper-making, which originated from 7th century and 
lasted for 13th centuries thereafter, was almost extinct before 1993. Since then it has 
recovered, there are over 10 different types paper from some of its properties have 
been combined into other forms of arts and crafts, to meet varies needs from 
lampshades, drawing paper, mural, celebrating card, calendar, handbags, etc., bringing 
more and more diversity to the overall culture in Tibet.  
 

 The income from tourism helped the project of ICH preservation 
 
Thirdly, tourism if managed sensitively can utilize the unique cultural attributes to 
generate currency receipts. The income from tourism industry can help ICH 
preservation; however there is need for more man power (laborers), technicians, 
technology, etc. This can benefit the indigenous people by creating job opportunities 
for them which involve preserving, rather than endangering their ICH. For example, 
with regards to technology, endangered folk music around the whole Tibet is and can 
be further collected, saved and published by means of document, data and audiovisual 
bearer, but the local people need to be made aware of ICH and trained as to how to 
preserve such forms of art. 
 

 People’s awareness has been aroused  
 
Fourthly, more and more youth (and indigenous people in general) are becoming 
aware of ICH and the need to try and preserve it. With the development of tourism 
industry, young people are hence given opportunities for knowing, understanding and 
safeguarding ICH. For example, because of the prosperity that tourism is bringing to 
Tibet, more people are beginning to be trained in tourism management and foreign 
languages. Through such trainings their awareness of ICH is being raised and their 
ability to help preserve their culture is being enhanced.  
 
Though there are some ideas and opinion on strategies and early successes that can be 
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taken within tourism towards ICH preservation, the experts feel that ICH preservation 
in Tibet, as the other parts around the world, is in an infantile stage and still exploring 
itself. 
 
3.2. PROFESSIONAL INTERVIEWS: TIBETOLOGISTS’ PERSPECTIVES 
 
Interviews are conducted with three Tibetologists who have very high reputation in 
Tibetan culture and tourism development research fields. The results from these 
interviews reveal their sentiments of the current reality of ICH preservation and how 
they view the viability of ICH preservation related to the tourism industry in Tibet. 
Interviewees also express concern on the challenges and strategies which should be 
considered when attempting to implement sustainable practices for ICH preservation 
in Tibet. Their thoughts may prove useful to us in finding more feasible solutions 
relating to tourism so as to preserve ICH towards sustainability in Tibet. 
 
3.2.1. REASONS CAUSING THE DISAPPEARANCE OF ICH  
 
Modernization and globalization 
 
The problematic loss of cultures is being caused by the fast development of society, 
creating major shifts, which are results of modernization and globalization, not only in 
Tibetan culture, but also in cultures across all regions of the world. the Chinese 
government and the public have realized that the traditional culture is endangered, 
which can be categorized into the following four categories of culture loss: 1) 
traditional folk arts and crafts are dying or have disappeared; 2) tribes and historical 
sites are continuously damaged and ruined; 3) staged expression of oral traditions and 
expressions are in danger of disappearing due to lack of successors; and 4) 
unsupportive laws and legislation are allowing for the loss of many traditional cultural 
resources, such as rare crafts and authentic techniques for their creation, are being 
seriously dispersed.  
 
Cultural Integration  
 
There are many organizations and conferences around the world that focus on the 
topic of cultural integration. This is not only a tough subject for China, but almost 
everywhere in the world and there are three reasons for this: 1) unification, which, for 
example, in Tibet means integration with China; 2) urbanization; and 3) secularism. 
 
Cultures have been changing in a long term 
 
Culture itself is vital and not invariable. Original culture is like a river that begins at 
its source and continues along its journey. During the journey, the river (culture) 
becomes absorbed, like river water gets usurped and diverted for various 
reasons—whether it be natural reasons—such as evaporation—or for other reasons 
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such as for irrigation for farming—or drinking water. The river bed, like culture, is 
constantly moving and changing too. New paths are being carved out and new 
directions pursued. A river is ever changing and so is culture. It is an evitable process 
for all the countries and regions to face the changing tendency of their own culture. 
We need to come to the point where we all realize that globalization is a fact of life. 
As long as we continue to resist it there will be tension. Once we accept that this is 
just the way it is, then we can begin to look for ways to make it work for us. 
Globalization is neither good nor bad—it is neutral, like money—and has only the 
value that we give it. Culture, like money just “is” and we get to decide its value and 
how we choose to use it. 
 
To some degree, ICH at the moment is being fairly well preserved in Tibet 
 
In 1980 the Chinese government undertook a big project in Tibet to preserve folk art. 
At that time they made tremendous headway and there were many notable 
achievements. They collected lots of data, which was preserved in books. Preservation 
of such data, in books—for example—is very important, because if we can guard the 
information before it is lost, then it will always be there if someone is interested in 
reviving it at a later time. Therefore, the local government has been putting effort in 
preserving and rescuing Tibetan ICH. 
 
3.2.2. CURRENT CHALLENGES FOR ICH PRESERVATION  
 
Lack of agreement on how to preserve ICH 
 
The agreement that not all traditions are important to maintain or preserve has been 
accepted. An example can help understand the point of view. A researcher from 
Zhongshan University in China conducted a very interesting study about cultural 
transition. He examined the frequency that Tibetan people brushed their teeth, as an 
example. Since we know Tibetans, historically, only bathed three times in their life 
and they never brushed their teeth. This was found to be an actual part of their cultural 
heritage. He surveyed people of all ages, different backgrounds, at different times, for 
different purposes and with different styles of brushing their teeth. His conclusion was 
that cultural changes include the most fundamental examples of everyday life (i.e. 
brushing one’s teeth, or not). So today, Tibetan people are changing every detail of 
their lives and they are attempting to combine the modern and traditional ways of life. 
Another point from study is that, for some aspects like brushing teeth and taking bath, 
it is easy to choose preference and the preference is quite easy to follow and 
understand. But for the complex and arguing aspects of culture, there is no agreement 
on how to preserve them, so as to keep uniqueness and adapt the current modern 
society and market.  
 
The conflict on desire between Tibetan people and tourists 
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Westerners seem to want Tibetan people to preserve their original way of life, which 
makes the Tibetan people very angry. This is a real dilemma. In Tibet, they need to 
pursue modernization (i.e. the new railroad between inland China and Tibet). The 
Tibetans, like everyone else in the world, have a right to the benefits that 
modernization can bring, such as all of the many modern conveniences. They cannot 
be left out of this natural integration that we often refer to as globalization or 
modernization. Whatever the label, they are part of humanity and have the same 
desires as the rest of the people of the world. 
 
For example, traditional Tibetan houses were built so that the first floor of their home 
was a stable for their farm animals and the second story, above was for the family to 
live in. Over time they discovered that the families living above the stable of animals 
were developing diseases, so they made a decision to build a new type of home with 
the animals at a safe distance. If the tourists want to see the Tibetan people living in 
the old style houses, where disease is prevalent, then perhaps it is they (the tourists) 
who should go and live in these sorts of houses. The bottom line is that everyone likes 
convenience and modernization. It is human nature.  
 
The attitude of unwilling to change 
 
Most people hold the idea that if taking about preservation the best way is keep one 
hundred percent the original statues. It is necessary to realize that if without change, 
the culture or the places own the culture will lost its vigor and lost its attraction at the 
same time.  
 
If we look at Rome 100 years ago, versus today, we will find that Rome, 100 years 
ago, had many more intangible aspects to its culture than exist there are today. 
Tourists used to flock to Rome at that point in our history. Today, 100 years later, 
there are the same buildings remaining for people to see. Tourists can feel just the 
same as they came last time. There is nothing new to surprise. Tourism in Rome 
declined. 
 
Lack of practical methods to preserve ICH 
 
The interviewed Tibetologists expressed their pessimism on ICH preservation. Even 
they attended some conferences on ICH preservation, there were few practical 
methods been proposed to stop the losing of ICH. It is hard for experts themselves to 
come up with some practical solutions to slow down the losing tendency. 
 
3.2.3. POSSIBLE STRATEGIES AND EARLY SUCCESS FOR ICH PRESERVATION 
 
Allowing integration will better help to preserve Tibetan ICH  
 
In section 3.2.1., we mentioned one of the reasons causes the cultural losing is 
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integration. Integration is not necessary a negative impact to ICH when we make good 
use of it. 
   
An interesting example relates to a Japanese scholar from the United States. He left 
the U.S. and went to live in Japan and study its culture and remained there for 
approximately twenty years. Near the end of his stay in Japan he realized that he knew 
more about Japanese culture than most Japanese. He found that he was teaching them 
their own culture to them. Closed environments are the old way of thinking to 
preserve one community’s culture. Since ICH has to face outside cultures and people 
from outside of the community that owns the culture, integration is the new way of 
thinking.  
 
Capabilities that Tibetan ICH should possess  
 
In competing with the dominant western cultures which are too big and too advanced 
in its cultural dominance, the three aspects for developing regions can help ICH 
preservation and promote cultural attraction to outsiders: 1) a capacity to absorb and 
integrate with other cultures; 2) sufficient cultural attraction and it should be 
maintained; and 3) adaptable to changes as they emerge.  
 
With regards to the first aspect, capacity—examples include religions (i.e. Buddhism) 
and medicine—as in western medicine being integrated into traditional Chinese or 
eastern medicines—which is happening in Tibet, just as it is happening in the western 
world—with them adopting aspects of eastern medicine to complement their 
traditional medicine. The second aspect above, cultural attraction, means there must 
be unique characteristics, such as unspoiled natural heritage (i.e. natural resources or 
land in Tibet)—which is a major part of the attraction to that region. Finally, regarding 
aspect number three from the above paragraph, adaptability, it is impossible to 
maintain 100 percent of ICH. Cultures around the world must adapt and integrate, yet 
still maintain a certain level of unique characteristics that appeal to outsiders (i.e. 
tourists and tourism industry).  
 
Again, everyone needs to face the fact that globalization is a part of life—and hang on 
to their current traditions to the extent possible. However, it must be remembered that 
there may be some aspects of current culture which are deemed unworthy of 
maintaining and those can be released and relinquished in order to adapt to changing 
times. Change is going to happen—it is simply a fact of life. 
 
Tourism could be one of the methods to flourish ICH 
 
In the early 1980s, a famous Chinese scientist stated that we should turn Tibet into a 
“National Paradise”. People were confused at that time and did not understand what 
he meant by this statement. So many years later, we finally realized that “Paradise” 
means to establish natural protection zone (i.e. regions) and implement strategic 
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tourism development, aimed at preserving and enhancing tourism. In her book entitled, 
The Disappearing Horizon by Ms. Ma uses Shangri-La as an example. It used to be a 
part of Tibet before it became a part of another region in China. Because it is so 
difficult for most people to visit Tibet today, China decided to import some of the 
traditions that were not originally a part of the Shangri La region, so that visitors to 
the very popular Shangri La—which is a top tourist destination and very easy to 
visit—could enjoy some of the traditions and heritage that were established in the 
Autonomous Region of Tibet. Tourism is an excellent way to preserve ICH. Because 
of the tourism industry many traditions have been preserved and even enhanced. 
 
The government is also a good leverage point 
 
By implementing policies that positively impact and influence interaction between 
cultures—it can help to raise awareness and train people to recognize and preserve 
their culture. Tour Bureau, as a department of government, can help ICH preservation 
with regulation.  
 
Allowing culture to flourish in other places all over the world 
 
The diversity of the Tibetan culture, for example, can be conveyed in many ways—all 
over the world. One does not necessarily have to visit Tibet to get a feel for the culture, 
whether it is tangible or not. Tibetan Buddhism is practiced all over the world.  
 
When the Dalai Lama fled Tibet in 1951 there were approximately 40,000 Tibetan 
scholars who followed him. Because of this mass exodus of scholarly knowledge of 
Tibetan culture—this same culture is now flourishing all over the world.  
 
There many Tibetology institutes all around the world. In Europe, Austria and France 
are the two countries as the study center of the Tibetology. In the US, Harvard 
University is the center. Tibetan culture now is flourishing all around the world. 
 
3.3. QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY OF TIBETAN PEOPLE’S PERSPECTIVES 
 
To date we have collected nearly 500 responses to our questionnaires. These 
responses, along with the data collected from participants who answered our questions, 
can be found in Appendix B. Based on the three research questions above, all 
questions in the questionnaire can be divided into the following three categories: 
  

 Questions 4 to 8: participant awareness of the impact of ICH preservation relating 
to tourism development, as well as what sustainability, generally, means to them: 

 
 Questions 9 to 14: participant attitudes and concerns about their current lifestyle, 

including their personal values, their lifestyle choices and their vision of a 
desirable future. 
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 Questions 15 to 23: participant behaviors as to what actions they have already 

taken for the preservation of local ICH in their daily lives, what they have to 
improve, what challenges exists for them in making such improvements and what 
prioritized actions relating to tourism industry they would take to move local ICH 
towards sustainability. 

 
3.3.1. REASONS CAUSING THE DISAPPEARANCE OF ICH 
 
Local people’s awareness on ICH and ICH items of Tibet 
 
According to our survey, even though 30% of surveyed local people neither 
understand the concept of ICH, nor specific items of Tibet’s ICH (See Figure 3.1), all 
of them appear to express concern over the loss of their culture and agree that local 
culture, both tangible and intangible, are being lost.   
 

Q11 Which is ICH

9%

30%

22%

31%

8% Potala

Repa dance

Thangka

King Gesar

Jokhang

 

Figure 3.1 Which is ICH? 

 
Very few of the surveyed local people know exactly which items are safeguarded 
under the national or regional class protection act. Only The Epic of King Gesar is 
known by the majority of people as being a protected ICH item—70% of respondents 
claim to have listened to the chanting of this epic (Yang, 2006). Repa Dance and 
Thangka Painting follow the Epic of King Gesar, on the list of protected items. 
Gorchom Dance, Tibetan Apron and Rug creation, Shinze Dance and Rinchen 
Drangjor are known by most people, yet few of them realize these are on the list of 
national protection. None of the surveyed local people have heard of the mercury 
processing method of the Lhasa Northern Medical School and the Tsampa Making 
Techniques of Gya Water Powered Mill. 
 
Still, Tibetan people are aware that the factors impacting and causing the 
disappearance of their intangible culture are certain dimensions of modernization. The 
dichotomy in all of this really speaks to the whole of society, that being the locals, 
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themselves, understand that they are pursuing outside fashion and products of 
commercialization, which is partly to blame for the conflict between older traditional 
cultures and modernization.  
 
Indigenous preference between tradition and modernization 
     
In Tibet’s larger cities, which are the main sites for tourists visiting their country, only 
a small percentage of older people wear traditional Tibetan costumes. Most of the 
younger people rarely, if ever, wear traditional costumes, even on holidays or days of 
celebration, which involve wearing such traditional costumes. Traditional attire is 
viewed as not being a vogue or fashionable and carries the perception of being 
inconvenient. Traditional styles of clothing are seen as being unified, without any 
personal feature. None of the surveyed local people wear traditional costumes in their 
daily life. 80% of them prefer suits or modern fashion dresses. Only 20% are willing 
to wear modified Tibetan costumes.  
 
Last, but certainly not least, is the conflict between the old ways of being and the 
emerging “new” ways. According to those surveyed local people, their preference 
appears to the “new” way of life. It appears that they are somewhat bored with their 
older, more traditional way of life. This is not terribly shocking, as with most 
generations, the younger people tend to possess a desire to move beyond their heritage 
and explore what else is available in the world. All the traditional items seem “old” to 
the younger generation and their current life provides them with plenty of “new” 
options.  
 
Choices of Means to preserve ICH between tradition and modernization 
 
At this point, almost all ICH items we have focused on could be replaced with newer 
alternative or substitutions, which would appear to satisfy their needs. The Epic of 
King Gesar can be replaced by reading magic-fantasy novels. Traditional performing 
arts can be replaced by pop music and dance. Traditional knowledge is being mowed 
over in the current education system in Tibet. Handicrafts, such as traditional 
papermaking are being steam rolled by the many new and different qualities of paper 
which are to replacing them (Liu, 2006). Our survey shows us only 46% of the people 
are willing to keep their traditional culture if there is conflict between modernization 
and preservation of traditional culture. 
 
Regarding Tibetan traditional performing arts on our survey questions 15, 16 and 17, 
they are asked if they are familiar with traditional instruments, or with their dances 
and songs, and it appears that the younger generation prefers the current and popular 
national singing competitions over traditional performance arts. Hollywood movies 
and TV shows are more attractive to younger people. They are familiar with the 
names like Jacky Chen and Tom Cruise and they sing songs from such modern rock 
groups like the Back Street Boys, even though they are good at traditional street 
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dancing. Only 13% of the surveyed local people know how to play traditional musical 
instruments, while 22% sing traditional songs and 27% are familiar with traditional 
dances. 
 

Q23 Wish for Tibet's future
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Figure 3.2 Wish for Tibet’s Future 

 
Of the nearly 500 people who responded to our survey, most Tibetan people feel that, 
because modernization is a fairly recent development in Tibet, compared with other 
tourist destinations around the world, their culture’s protection and preservation is 
possible, by referencing those other cultures’ experience and learning from such 
previous experience . There was an overall expression of hope, mixed equally with 
concern, regarding the future of Tibet’s ICH preservation. 
 
3.3.2. CURRENT CHALLENGES OF ICH PRESERVATION  
 
Financial issue 
 
According to the questionnaire, all of surveyed people concern more about the 
financial issue. They agree their cultures are losing. At the same time, they raise their 
concern that most of the culture can not be well preserved because those people who 
are working on this fields or involved fields, such as performing arts, painting, 
papermaking, handcrafts making, have very low income and unpromising future. 
Some of them are still struggling for their subsistence.      
 
Government policy 
 
Another challenge, according to local people’s perspectives, is government policy. 
This challenge can be divided into two parts: firstly, government has not paid enough 
attention to ICH preservation; secondly, some policies do not deliver enough 
information or even mislead public in the wrong direction. 
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3.3.3.  POSSIBLE STRATEGIES AND EARLY SUCCESS TAKEN FOR ICH 

PRESERVATION 
 
When we inquired, through our survey, as to how Tibet’s tourism could be a leverage 
point to help preserve their ICH, the feedback we received shows that the suggested 
methods for preserving ICH are to focus on raising awareness through publicity and 
to get Tibetan people involved. Tourism industry is seen as being a viable method for 
raising awareness through publicity campaigns, marketing materials, advertisements, 
etc. 
 
To standardize inner structure of tourism agency 
 
Tourism agencies could standardize their inner structure, by creating and mandating a 
series of regulations to assist in training and guiding their employees to understand 
ICH and its importance in their overall business strategy.  
 
To blend the traditional and modern culture 
 
Overall, it appears that local Tibetans have little idea how to preserve their ICH and 
are perplexed on how to create awareness to do it. Yet at the same time almost half 
(48%) of Tibet’s locals favor adopting a blend of both modern and traditional culture. 
The good news for Tibetan ICH is that only 13% of those surveyed would prefer to 
see a strictly modernized Tibet, versus a blend of traditional and modern. Interestingly, 
almost 18% of those surveyed are willing to take a more radical route of keeping their 
original traditions, even at the high price of remaining monetarily impoverished. 
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4. DISCUSSION 
 
This discussion chapter presents an example of vision for sustainable ICH 
preservation in Tibet, analyses the results and explores their implications with regard 
to our research questions, and provides some recommendations for ICH preservation 
towards sustainability. 
 
4.1. VISION OF SUSTAINABLE ICH  
 
Having a shared, collective vision for success is critical. Without a shared vision for 
success everyone may end up pulling in different directions, rather than cooperating 
and moving as one in the direction of the proposed vision for success. It is the starting 
point for anyone working to create the space for success. The core of a vision, for 
people or organizations, also contains four parts: 
 
1. Using the 4SPs (which are generic and can be used in any situation) as 

constraints; 
2. Creating a purpose for the organization, which explains its timeless, enduring 

benefits; 
3. Values which make clear the personality of the person or group of people 

involved; 
4. Strategic goals for the person or organization, which represent what the consumer 

values and what is being sold or what service is provided (Collins and Porras, 
1997). 

 
4.1.1. SAMPLE VISION FOR TIBETAN ICH PRESERVATION TOWARDS 

SUSTAINABILITY 
 
The vision of the research is to provide an SSD framework for guiding the 
preservation of ICH deemed desirable by the Indigenous people in Tibet. This 
initiative helps manage and protect key natural and cultural heritage assets. It will be 
used to help develop new and existing tourism opportunities in an environmentally, 
economically and socially sustainable manner. 
 
Developing strategy and prioritizing the actions according to the 4SPs 
 
We have to remember the process does not end with visioning. There should also be a 
strategy for moving towards the new goal and prioritized actions to begin. Again, 
there are three considerations, (i) right direction (ii) flexible platform and (iii) return 
on investment, so as to avoid so-called “blind alleys”, which are the opposite of 
flexible platforms. 
 
Possibilities and examples for each of the 4SPs in Tibet 
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The analysis below is to show how we use backcasting from principles to build our 
vision for sustainable ICH preservation in this case study: 
 

1. SP1 – Research and development into more sustainable materials for art 
work produced by the indigenous and local people. For example the beautiful 
Thangkas painting which use precious gem stones, coral, silver, gold and 
many other types of materials which are becoming more and more rare in 
nature.  

2. SP2 – Eliminate the “fake” arts and crafts industry in Tibet via policies and 
enforcement. Most all of these products use enormous amounts of material 
and the by-products from the factories ends up being dumped in rivers, 
streams and landfills. 

3. SP3 – Agree to move tourism in Tibet towards more of a cultural exchange 
model, so fewer hotels will need to be built to accommodate the increasing 
number of tourists. Also, restrict the number of tourists allowed to visit Tibet 
each year and raise tourism taxes to compensate financially. 

4. SP4 – Build “fake” authentic tourist locations, where indigenous people can 
work and earn a good living and still return to their homes at night and enjoy 
the luxuries of modernization. 

 
These are only suggestions to be used as examples of how the 4SPs can be used as 
constraints to come up with new ideas to drive sustainable ICH and move towards 
sustainability. 
 
4.2. IMPLICATIONS FROM RESULTS OF CASE STUDY 
 
In case study part, we have got some information on our three research questions. By 
analyzing the information with the five-level framework and ABCD methodology, 
some more reasons on disappearance ICH and current challenges are revealed, which 
have not been discussed in case study part. Yet, they are very important for moving 
ICH preservation towards sustainability. This does not mean what we have learnt from 
the case study part should be denied. If we combine what we have learnt and analyze 
them, we could have deeper and further study. The better analysis on the reasons for 
the disappearance ICH and current challenges for the preservation of ICH will help 
come up with better reasons   
 
In the following part, we will be trying to answer the first two research questions by 
using the methodologies we have mentioned above. 
 
4.2.1. REASONS CAUSING THE DISAPPEARANCE OF ICH 
 
We have gained some information on the reasons why ICH is disappearing from the 
results of case study and recommendations of how to preserve and develop ICH. 
Some of the reasons and recommendations are quite reasonable and have been widely 
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accepted. The reasons causing ICH disappearance include the negative impacts caused 
by globalization, commercialization and mass production, lower market demands, the 
change happened on living style, cultural integration. 
 
More reasons for the ICH disappearance with the constraints of 4SPs 
 
Analyzing the reasons for the disappearance of ICH given above by using five-level 
framework and ABCD methodology, we discovered some more reasons behind those 
reasons themselves. For instance, cultures have been changing in a long term.   
 
To analyze reasons mentioned above, it is not difficult to understand the reasons we 
found are mostly from outside of ICH, except the last one: cultures have been 
changing in a long term. Even though the Tibetologists interviewed point out that 
cultures are changing along the time of history, they still can not give a clear answer 
in what direction cultures will develop. 
 
Darwin said that survival is of the fitting (Darwin, 1859). ICH, as well as the other 
systems in the overall system, is affected by the actions and responses of its 
component parts, or sub-systems (Robèrt et al., 2006). Only if we find out the 
unsustainable components, we are able to shift the unsustainable sub-systems of ICH 
to the right direction, which will help ICH get fitting in the society. This is upstream 
thinking method helping ICH preservation. 
 
Upstream thinking means to think further out in the game and prevent problems from 
occurring before they do, rather than trying to remedy them once they have already 
occurred (See Table 4.1) In reviewing Appendix C, one can see how and which items 
of ICH clearly violate human needs, which in turn is a violation of the fourth 
sustainability principle. Because of the volume of information involved in analyzing 
human needs relating to ICH, we used tables to show how they exactly violate the 
fourth sustainability principle. (See Appendix C and Appendix D) 
 



Table 4.1 Analyzing the 14 Tibetan ICH items via the 4SPs 

 
DOMAIN ITEM HOW THE 14 

ITEMS VIOLATE 
SP1 

HOW THE 
14 ITEMS 
VIOLATE 

SP2 

HOW THE 14 ITEMS 
VIOLATE SP3 

HOW THE 14 ITEMS VIOLATE 
SP4 

Oral traditions and 
expressions, 
languages 

The Epic of King Gesar.  -  -  - 1.participation, 2.idleness, 
3.understanding, 4.identity, 
5.freedom 

Performing arts Tibetan opera  
Shinze Dance  
Gorchom Dance  
Repa Dance Cho  
Dance of Lhokha 

 -  -  - 1.subsistence, 2.protection, 
3.idleness, 4.creation, 5.affection, 
6.understanding 

Social practices, 
rituals and festive 
events 

Chamdo of Tashilhungpo 
Monastery in Shigatze 

 -  -  - 1.participation, 2.idleness, 3.creation, 
4.affection, 5.understanding 

Knowledge and 
practices 
concerning nature 
and the universe 

The mercury processing 
method of Lhasa Northern 
Medical School the Formula 
preparing techniques for the 
Tibetan medicine Rinchen 
Drangjor 

the major components 
include the following 

rare 
minerals:1.mercury, 

2.gold, 3.silver, 4.coral, 
5.cat's eye, 6.turquoise

- the necessary equipment 
include: river deer’s skin, musk, 

bear gall 

1.subsistence, 2.protection, 
3.participation, 4.creation, 
5.understanding, 6.identity 
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Traditional 
craftsmanship 

Tibetan Thangka painting the major dyes used 
include: cinnabar, gold, 
silver, coral, cat's eye, 

turquoise, motley-green 
kind of jade, 
aquamarine 

- - 1.subsistence, 2.participation, 
3.idleness, 4.creation, 5.affection, 
6.undersatanding, 7.freedom 

  Tibetan Kite (Li and Jiang, 
2005) 

- - - 1.participation, 2.idleness, 3.freedom

  Tibetan Papermaking - - - 1.subsistence, 2.identity, 

  Tibetan apron and rug the major dyes used are 
minerals 

- - 1.idleness, 2.affection 

  Tsampa-making Techniques 
of Gya Water Powered Mill 

- - necessary building for the mill protection 
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The table above helps us understand how the 14 Tibetan ICH items violate the 4SPs 
hence in which aspects they could be shifted towards sustainability. Even if we can 
not stop the influence of globalization and commercialization which could be the 
reasons causing ICH disappearance, we are still able to improve the ICH items 
themselves to help shift towards sustainability. 
 
4.2.2. CURRENT CHALLENGES FOR ICH PRESERVATION IN SUPPORTING A 

TRANSITION TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY 
 
In the case study, some challenges have been identified including lack of theory 
support, the importance of ICH has not been enough esteemed, the characteristic of 
“living” makes it difficult of to preserve ICH, excessive commercialization, the 
challenge of continuing and creativity, lack of agreement on how to preserve ICH, the 
conflict on desire between Tibetan people and tourists, the attitude of unwilling to 
change, lack of practical methods to preserve ICH, etc. 
 
More challenges should be considered for ICH preservation towards sustainability 
 
If we go further based on the challenges presented in result part, we will find that 
more challenges should be considered. Since ICH preservation in Tibet lacks 
guidelines towards sustainability, which is obvious when we scrutinize all the 
challenges. Though individuals, organizations and governments involved are trying to 
preserve ICH, without guidelines, all the actions taken to preserve ICH become a 
challenge to them. 
 
There is another challenge that how the current ICH preservation techniques violate 
the 4SPs. (See Table 4.2)   
 



Table 4.2 How current preservation techniques of 14 ICH items violate the 4SPs 

 
DOMAIN ITEM HOW THE 14 ITEMS 

VIOLATE SP1 
HOW THE 14 ITEMS 

VIOLATE SP2 
HOW THE 14 ITEMS 

VIOLATE SP3 
HOW THE 14 ITEMS 

VIOLATE SP4 

Oral traditions and 
expressions, languages 

The Epic of King Gesar. -  - - 1.subsistence, 2.participation, 
3.idleness, 4.understanding, 
5.identity, 6.creation 

Performing arts Tibetan opera 
Shinze Dance 
Gorchom Dance 
Repa Dance 
Cho Dance of Lhokha 

-  - - 1.subsistence, 2.protection, 
3.idleness, 4.creation, 
5.affection, 6.understanding 

Social practices, rituals 
and festive events 

Chamdo of Tashilhungpo 
Monastery in Shigatze 

-  - - 1.participation, 2.idleness, 
3.creation, 4.affection, 
5.understanding 

Knowledge and practices 
concerning nature and 
the universe 

The mercury processing 
method of Lhasa Northern 
Medical School the 
Formula preparing 
techniques for the Tibetan 
medicine Rinchen Drangjor

the major components 
include the following rare 

minerals:1.mercury, 
2.gold, 3.silver, 4.coral, 
5.cat's eye, 6.turquoise 

- don't raise and protect the 
animals that provide 

necessary components for 
the medicine 

1.subsistence, 2.protection, 
3.participation, 4.creation, 
5.understanding, 6.affection 
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Traditional 
craftsmanship 

Tibetan Thangka painting the major dyes used 
include: cinnabar, gold, 
silver, coral, cat's eye, 

turquoise, motley-green 
kind of jade, aquamarine

more chemical materials 
are being used as the dyes 

- 1. subsistence, 2.participation, 
3.identity, 4.creation, 
5.affection, 6.undersatanding, 7. 
freedom  

  Tibetan Kite - - - 1. participation, 2.idleness, 
3.creation, 4. identity, 5.freedom 

  Tibetan Papermaking - - - 1. subsistence, 2.protection, 
3.idleness, 4.creation, 5. 
understanding, 6.identity, 

  Tibetan apron and rug the major dyes used are 
mines 

more chemical materials 
are being used as the dyes 

- 1.protection, 2.participation, 
3.creation, 4.understanding, 
5.identity, 6.affection 

  Tsampa-making 
Techniques of Gya Water 
Powered Mill 

- - necessary building for the 
mill 

1.protection, 2.creation, 
3.understanding 



 
The table above tells that some current preservation methods seem to promote ICH 
development, while still some of them appear to be causing ICH extinction or rapid 
deterioration. We have to stop all the actions which have violated the 4SPs and avoid 
those not violating the 4SPs so that ICH preservation will be in the right direction 
towards sustainability.   
 
Since we have analyzed the reasons causing ICH disappearance and challenges for 
ICH preservation in supporting a transition towards sustainability, combining what we 
have gained in result part and ABCD methodology, it will be easier to propose 
strategies for sustainable ICH preservation. 
 
4.3. STRATEGIC STEPS TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY WITHIN TOURISM 
 
4.3.1. SHORTCOMINGS ON RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE CASE STUDY 
 
ICH preservation has achieved early success with the help of some recommendations 
which we have discussed in the result part. Still, it is easy to sort out the shortcomings 
when we employ the 4SPs as the criteria to analyze these recommendations. 
 
Lack of a long-term goal for ICH development 
 
Although there are some early successes in ICH preservation, it lacks an ultimate goal 
which is to meet individual human needs in a sustainable way. The long-term goal for 
ICH preservation has been presented in vision section. 
 
Lack knowledge for success of the social systems 
 
There are recommendations on how to preserve ICH, but they lack constraints for 
success. Because no one can see into the future and desirable outcomes can be 
perceived in many different ways, we limit ourselves to define the basic conditions for 
success. In other words, our knowledge about the system overview tells us that there 
should be constraints for any type of success (Robèrt et al., 2006). 
 
Lacking guidelines of successful strategies for social sustainability  
 
Basic guidelines or strategic principles might function as a checklist when our actions 
and action programs are being formulated and evaluated in relation to the goal 
(Robèrt et al., 2006). Thus, we will focus on the guidelines for success strategies 
combing with the recommendations we have gained from the case study. This is not to 
say that some or most of these recommendations are not worthy of their attention, 
especially some recommendations relating tourism industry are considered good and 
useful. They are not all perfect, but they fit moving ICH preservation in the right 
direction. We can therefore use these recommendations or methods accepted wildly to 
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combine with sustainability knowledge, which may be helpful to develop a new 
concept for ICH preservation towards sustainability.    
 
We certainly do not suggest imposing our methods of SSD on indigenous people in 
developing tourist regions around the world; however, we will use them as the 
purpose of this research in order to demonstrate how they might go on preserving 
their ICH, what tools and constraints might prove useful for them to take.  
 
4.3.2. GUIDELINES OF SUCCESSFUL STRATEGIES FOR ICH PRESERVATION TOWARDS 

SUSTAINABILITY 
 
Definition of the Golden Rule  
 
We are looking for a basic principle or strategic principles that might function as 
checklist when or actions and action programs are being formulated and evaluated in 
relation to ICH sustainable development.  
 
“The Golden Rule” is an overriding method for working with social and cultural 
impacts within organizations for the humanizing of their decisions. The Golden Rule 
is built on the human capability for empathy-our inherent ability to place our self into 
other people’s situations-and can therefore be directly utilized as a method without 
prior training. If we do not want other people to do this to us, then we must seriously 
question if our actions are violating the rules of social sustainability (Robèrt et al., 
2006). 
 
The Golden Rule applied to construct general strategic guidelines for ICH 
preservation 
 
To apply the Golden Rule to general strategic guidelines that are always strategically 
relevant regardless of the topic of consideration, the questions to ask are if the current 
or planned practices are (Robèrt et al., 2006): 
 
1. Moving us closer to the goal (social sustainability); 
2. Allowing us the possibility to develop further in this direction; and  
3. A sound measure from a resource utilization point of view so that it does not 

disrupt the development potential of the organization. 
 
General strategic guidelines are based on the methodology of backcasting. Compared 
with forecasting, backcasting perspective also takes into account what is realistic, but 
it does not proceed on the basis of what is realistic today. Instead, one tries to free the 
mind from current predicament, working according to the principles of success, and 
then make one’s way to chart the best possible course in the right, overall direction 
(Robèrt et al., 2006).  
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That means the methodology helps us free from the current challenges mentioned 
above like lack of agreement on how to preserve ICH, the conflict on desire between 
Tibetan people and tourists because backcasting has showed the right direction 
towards sustainability.          
  
These three strategic guidelines are applied to the four sustainability principles, which 
give clear constraint for how to preserve ICH and solve some disagreement the 
direction of ICH preservation.  
 
When these strategic guidelines are applied to the first three sustainability principles, 
there are some essential results that can help solve the problems within the reasons 
causing ICH disappearance and challenges for the preservation of ICH in supporting a 
transition towards sustainability. 
 

 Dematerialization 
 
This means we must use the resources efficiently. We realize that we are in a 
transition period. Before finding the subsistence, we must be resource efficient in 
order that resource will be sufficient for the current population of Earth and 
throughout future generations. 
 
As we have analyzed in Table 4.1, raw minerals such as gold, silver, coral, cat's eye, 
turquoise, are extensively used in fields like arts and medicine. All of these minerals 
are rare and the pace of alternative resource research is still in its infancy. Because 
indigenous people have relied on these minerals throughout history, they would prefer 
to search for a new mines possessing the same materials, rather than conducting 
research to find alternative resources to continue their art. They may even argue that 
they possess evidence that these original precious (mined) materials are far better than 
any possible, alternative methods, currently and historically in use.  
 
Though indigenous people are beginning to express concern over the disappearance of 
these minerals, they, like most people, have few ideas as to viable alternatives. 
Technologies to assist in searching for such alternatives are in the future and further 
declines are can be expected as increased demand, followed by decreased availability, 
hits its stride. 
 
On this point, dematerialization might help solve the problem during the transition 
period temporary. If the necessary rare metals and materials are facing the fate of 
disappearance, corresponding ICH items will have to facing the same fate no matter 
how perfect the skill or the technology are. Hence, as with the first three system 
conditions, dematerialization is not enough. We also need to look directly at the 
substitution. 
 

 Substitution  
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Substitution here means to use the abundant materials to take place the rare ones. Of 
cause, this doesn’t mean we could replace any material randomly. It needs the 
investment for technology development. We could not violate any of the 4SPs by the 
name of ICH preservation when using substitution. The preservation should be 
undertaken in the constraints.  
 
From Table 4.2, it is not difficult to discover that SP2 is being violated by people 
using compound chemicals to replace traditional raw materials and these alternatives 
do not work very well. The compound dyes they are using in Tibet will fade within 
three years because they cannot withstand the intensive sunlight in Tibet. 
 
For example, one of the murals in the Potala Palace was restored in 1989 during 
restoration project of that same year. All the murals were painted using traditional raw 
materials, as previously mentioned, using the same techniques of 300 years ago, and it 
was discovered that few of the murals needed restoration, not due to the deterioration 
of the paintings themselves; but rather the surfaces of walls housing the paintings 
needing repairs. When the surfaces of the walls were removed, inevitably, some parts 
of the paintings were, thus, destroyed and needed reparative painting. The painters 
used the best chemical dyes available to restore the damaged drawings after the walls 
housing them were restored. However, when you enter the 7th Dalai Llama’s bedroom, 
it is easy to see damage to the art covering the restored walls. Some of the art is barely 
recognizable and appears to be singed, as if burned in a fire. 
 
The transition period for finding substitution is painful. It takes investment and time. 
But it doesn’t mean we can choose substitutions randomly. We should still do with 
careful consideration within the constraints of four sustainability principles. 
 

 Humanization  
 
Humanization could be a general strategic, whose requirement is that we must at least 
get rid of the destructive influence of our practice on other people that cause us to be 
non-sustainable. 
 
4.3.3. HOW TO APPLY THE GOLDEN RULE 
 
If any tourism agency, tourism bureau or tourism organization, as an organization, 
need to practice the three essential results efficiently, they must follow the four 
questions to apply the Golden Rule (Robèrt et al., 2006): 
 
Participation. “Is this decision based on enough participation from, and dialogue 
with, all affected parties?” For a tourism agency, this help the decision-maker find out 
the stakeholders. When they make any decision on ICH preservation, they will take 
everyone into consideration and everyone can do their own contribution to their ICH 
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preservation. 
 
Transparency. “Is this decision planned in a way that has enabled people to gain 
access to information and monitor the process throughout?” In tourism industry, to 
promote the transparency helps get feedback from involved people and organization 
so that they can correct or perfect their decision to meet the needs of tour market and 
local people as well within the constraints of sustainability principles.      
 
Responsibility and accountability. “Has the responsibility for the decision been 
clearly communicated between all the people taking part in the planning process, 
including those who are affected even indirectly by it?” This helps form a serious 
attitude towards ICH preservation. If the responsibility and accountability is clearly 
defined, every time’s decision must be more considerable.     
 
Honesty. “Would we be ashamed or would we maintain our dignity if all people 
suddenly gained access to our innermost thoughts and thus discover exactly what was 
driving the decision?” For a tourism agency taking local cultures as the tourism 
resource, its ultimate goal should be make sure the agency’s development based on 
the development of culture. It is safe to say, both of the agency’s and culture’s 
sustainable developments are the win-win situation. 
 
Combining the strategic guidelines above, we will discuss the actions we could take to 
promote ICH preservation within tourism industry. In the case study part, we have 
gained some helpful information on how to preserve ICH. Like that we have 
discussed above, although they are not perfect, it doesn’t mean we will abandon the 
methods at all. Some of methods were come up with a long time study by some and 
even many involved individual, scholars, organizations. And some of the methods fit 
the right direction and have been wide accepted. If we could combine the exam some 
of the recommendations and methods with the guidelines for successful strategic for 
social sustainability, the work of ICH presentation will work more efficiently. 
 
4.4. ACTIONS OF ICH PRESERVATION TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY 

WITHIN TOURISM 
 
In our case study, it is confirmed that tourism can mobilize the development of ICH. 
We also learnt that the actions taken can obtain some practical information on ICH 
preservation within tourism. The actions include: to raise tourists’ awareness, to gain 
supports from scholarly fields, to combining with market, to do more study on market 
demand, to allow integration will better help to preserve Tibetan ICH, to allowing 
culture to flourish in other places all over the world, to help Tibetan ICH promote 
capabilities  
 
Actions we discuss following combine what we have obtained from the case study 
and the strategic guidelines. The combination will improve the existing methods and 
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lead to the right direction towards sustainability. 
 
4.4.1. DEVELOP RECOMMENDED ACTIONS TO PRESERVE ICH TOWARDS 

SUSTAINABILITY 
 
Identify Stakeholders  
 
It is important to find out who is responsible and concerned about ICH, ICH 
preservation and tourism development, so as to apply the Golden Rule with 
participation. And the essential or key stakeholders should be identified as early as 
possible. We can identify stakeholders by: 
 

 talking to people  
 reading existing reports and  
 if necessary, publicly or formally seeking interested persons or organizations. 

 
For Tibetan ICH, the stakeholders involve tourism agencies, government, cultural 
heritage agencies, indigenous, students, visitors, operators and business on ICH items 
etc. 
 
Educate Stakeholders to raise the awareness among stakeholders 
 

 Tourism Student Education 
 
Since the Tibet Tourism Bureau cooperates with the Tibet Tourism and Foreign 
Language College, every year the course schedule for tourism majors are arranged 
after much discussion and decision making between these two entities. The tour 
bureau could use this opportunity to ask for a course in ICH, systems thinking (SSD) 
concepts, and so forth, so that the students, who are about to begin actively engaging 
in the tourism industry, can be trained and educated in ICH, as well as how to use the 
4SPs to guide its preservation. 
 

 Tourism Employee Education  
 
While tourism industry students are being educated, we must also focus on educating 
and training for the employees involved in the tourism industry. This will help raise 
the quality of their employees, including those in higher level positions who have the 
power to make some important decisions, as well as those who have direct contact 
with tourists. For the higher level employees, there are many ways to go about 
educating and training, such as during some of their routine meetings, conferences, 
workshops and study exchanges. For employees with direct contact to tourists, we 
should ensure that they are the first to be trained via high quality techniques and, too, 
by also being sure to hire well educated indigenous people so that they are part of the 
grass root effort to preserve their ICH relating to tourism.  
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In order to ensure the ongoing quality and success of educating and training, and to 
ensure that what information they are relaying to others is accurate, they should be 
certified. Those without qualified certification should not be hired. We should also 
encourage these employees to learn more about ICH and create guidelines for them, 
and encourage them to share and exchange their thoughts and ideas with others in 
their line of work. Ideally, there would be workshops for them to attend, where they 
can take part in activities to enhance their learning. 
 

 Tourist Education 
 
Though language is an obstacle for tourist in understanding a culture, it does not mean 
it is impossible to overcome. Qualified tour guides, reliable written information, 
videos, and lectures can help tourists become involve in the process of safeguarding 
culture. A qualified tour guide is a tremendous help in disseminating cultural 
understanding and raising interest about local ICH and its preservation. Ad campaigns 
are another way of educating and raising awareness for the general public, who, too, 
are stakeholders in the effort. Written materials could be useful, but it is likely that 
they would be the least effective, generally, because tourists, for example, may not 
have the patience to read what has been written, unless it is extremely well done and 
somehow entices them to do so. They could be used to point people to web sites with 
more information or provide a link to further information about the ad campaign.  
 
Videos are a more relaxed and fun method for educating people and are definite way 
to spread knowledge. Lectures are a newer and more popular method to inform people 
and are becoming used more and more in recent years. The content and presentation 
styles can be decided and/or adapted by the lecturers themselves. This is a great 
opportunity and format for educating tourists. Because tourists are from different parts 
of the world, they can then take this new knowledge and help spread the message 
around the world.              
 

 Indigenous Education 
 
ICH preservation needs every individual’s participation in order to be successful and 
it also needs to ensure the active participation of the indigenous and/or local people. 
On this point, we suggest using a different strategy, depending on age, education 
background, and gender. As we mentioned above, 47.55 percent of the local people 
over age 15 are illiterate (the State Ethnic Affairs Commission of China, 2005). It is 
important to raise awareness among the indigenous people about their current reality 
based on the particular and unique situation. It is unreasonable to attempt to educate 
them using the same methods as other stakeholders.  
 
For those well educated types, media and mainly publications like journals or forums 
are good methods to help them realize the importance and participate the preservation. 
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For those less educated, it is more efficient to help them via audiovisual methods such 
as TV programs, sponsored by and in cooperation with the tourism bureau. It is also 
possible to choose some popular programs to disseminate such information. Ad 
campaigns, both in Chinese and Tibetan languages, will help local people access the 
basic knowledge and understanding of ICH and constraints, such as the 4SPs. They 
could also be educated by using pictures and brief introductions. 
 
More study on market demands   
 
Before combining with the tourism market, we should do more study on market 
demands for ICH items to make sure the marketing is informed by an understanding 
of visitor demand. It is necessary to find out how well the special values are used in 
existing products and in marketing and what values are emphasized.  
  
Understanding the values of ICH items is essential for effective marketing. To provide 
customers, especially those tour visitors, with enough information on the ICH items to 
help them identify the difference between the fake and the qualified so as to win the 
credit with honesty. 
 
There must be some customers are still willing to buy the cheaper souvenirs. These 
should not become the obstacle for those who are willing to pay more to own some 
valuable ICH items like Tangkha. Tour employees have the responsibility to explain 
the difference between the real and the fake to the customers. It is also the chance for 
the values of those ICH items to be understood better by more and more people.  
 
Help Tibetan ICH promote capabilities 
 
Besides the three capabilities that have been described in the case study, another 
capability, the capability of shifting towards sustainability, could help develop Tibetan 
ICH items. 
 
As shown in Table 4.1, the 14 Tibetan ICH items violate some of the sustainability 
principles. If only we could help shift the un-sustainable aspects into the opposite 
direction, the work of ICH preservation will become more optimistic.  
 
By shifting the negative aspects into positive ones, the actions we could take include: 
 

 The investment for the study on dematerialization and substitution for the 
necessary rare metals. 

  
 The rule and regulation on environment protection  

Some ICH items require wild and nationally protected animals’ horns, skin and 
internal organs. These wild animals, therefore, are also a tourism resource. According 
to chapter II, article 15 of the Tourism Administration Rules of Tibet Autonomous 
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Region chapter I, article 7, it is possible for the Tourism Bureau to affect decisions, 
regulations and even laws, regarding wild animal protection, in order to create a legal 
hunting season and reach a win-win situation of protecting the wild animals, nature 
and the practice of traditional Tibetan medicine (Lang and Xue, 2006). 
 

 Not to deny any of the components in a rush  
 
Most of the Tibetan ICH items involve Buddhism and are rich in wisdom emanating 
from therein. For example, there is a mercury processing method known and 
exercised by Lhasa Northern Medical School. This formula’s technique for 
preparation, in Tibetan Medicine, is called Rinchen Drangjor, and it involves the 
entire range of Tibetan medicine. After preparing the necessary materials and before 
undertaking the actual recipe(s), Tibetan Medicine Hospital invites Llamas to chant 
The Scripture of the Medicine Buddha, which lasts for three days (Pan, 2006) (Li, 
2006). It is believed the chanting helps promote the medicine effect. No matter what 
is said the true or not, The Scripture of the Medicine Buddha spreads the 
commandments of compassion, mercy, and interdependence, which fits for the 
essential of the Golden Rule and hence is positive for social sustainability.      
 
The actions above absolute are not all the actions we could take to preserve ICH and 
lead the work towards sustainability. Yet, the actions mentioned are based on the 
strategic principles in the constraints of four sustainability principles. We will glad to 
see more actions fit the right direction are to be taken. ICH, which is the main reason 
people visit tourist destinations around the world, and is, therefore, the main resource 
for tourism, must be maintained in order assure tourism survives. This is an obviously 
good return on investment for all of the stakeholders. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
 
Our goal is to employ tourism as a leverage point to find ways for ICH preservation 
towards sustainability. We have made a strong case that ICH is the major reason most 
tourists visit other countries and cultures, and we feel that if culture in these 
destinations deteriorated then ultimately, even so-called “sustainable tourism” would 
not be sustainable at all. What we have discovered is that a culture that does not 
change is a dead culture. Change, as it turns out, is essential to culture and the root of 
all culture, or ICH. Given this, it is important to adopt a systems perspective and have 
appropriate strategies and tools to examine and direct change, so that the cultures can 
be as diverse as possible without heading away from sustainability.  
 
We learned some reasons why cultures collapse in general and the relationship 
between ICH and sustainability, which are useful knowledge, because with this 
understanding, we can use the 4SPs as tools to guard against cultural collapse by 
managing change as it emerges, and keep things moving in the direction of 
sustainability. By using SSD and the 4SPs to examine ICH and human needs, we have 
demonstrated that, though it is complex, these combined techniques are the most 
critical factors in ICH preservation. 
 
We also have learned that indigenous and /or local people in tourist destinations want 
to change along with the rest of the world and move themselves towards 
modernization, as we all appear to be doing. They certainly do not appreciate outside 
groups and organizations entering into their country and telling them that they should 
remain as they have been traditionally, nor do they appreciate being told what needs 
to be preserved and what they should do and how they should do it. Cultural 
sensitivity and understanding human nature are critical to promoting ICH preservation 
towards sustainability.  
 
We feel strongly that the tourism industry is an excellent in-road to begin to move 
ICH preservation in developing tourist regions towards sustainability, such as Tibet. 
But the ways and means that it is done is mission critical. We should ensure that the 
indigenous and/or local people, after having their awareness raised, are the center 
piece and focal point of the process of examining their ICH and deciding what to keep 
and what to let go of. Outsiders who attempt to make these decisions for the local 
people in these destinations will do more harm than good. There also needs to be 
some sort of a buffer that allows for a balance to be struck between keeping the 
culture as authentic as possible (to please tourists), yet allowing for changes and still 
allowing the locals to enjoy aspects of modern, commercialized civilization. The best 
practices for creating such a buffer between locals and tourists appears, currently, to 
be “fake villages” where local and/or indigenous folks can work during the day to 
entertain and cater to tourists, and then “real communities” for them to return to when 
their work day is over—where they can partake of all of the conveniences of modern 
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life. 
 
The main challenges facing local and indigenous people in tourist destinations, is the 
lack of awareness of ICH and SSD. ICH and SSD are relatively new concepts and few 
people understand the meaning of either. It would be a huge undertaking to promote a 
campaign for educating all of the stakeholders as to what these two concepts mean 
and invite them to take the lead in preserving ICH via SSD and the 4SPs. Nonetheless 
it is doable and we feel we have illustrated the ways that this can be accomplished. 
Through educational programs that target each group of stakeholders, local and 
indigenous people can gain the awareness, training and lead the effort in research and 
development to begin to preserve those aspects of their ICH they deem important (for 
them) and decide how, exactly, they choose to go about it.  
 
Within the Five-Level Framework, we offer the Golden Rule as a guideline to take 
actions strategically for ICH preservation towards sustainability. Under the guidelines 
indigenous will know how to go about creating a vision for success, from which they 
can backcast and begin to prioritize what actions they need to take in moving towards 
that shared picture for success. It would be up to them to decide if these models were 
the ones they want to use.  
 
As we proceeded with our thesis, we discover other areas for further research that 
might be of interest for those interested in ICH preservation towards sustainability. 
Because it appears that we have successfully applied SSD and the 4SPs as our unique 
angle to preserve ICH and to begin to move a social system towards sustainability. It 
would be useful to incorporate other scientific theories to add more depth to the 
overall understanding of impacts. One particular subject might be to look at ICH 
preservation in tourist destinations through the tourist perspective. It would be 
beneficial for this research to incorporate tourist habits, or the psychology of tourists, 
as they, too, are critical factors in the tourism industry.  
 
Without culture there may not be tourists or a tourism industry, but without tourists 
there would definitely not be a tourism industry. It would be very interesting to look at 
our research through the eyes and minds of the tourists and learn more about them, in 
order to better understand the intricacies of such psychology in this huge and growing 
industry—as well as how those intricacies can be analyzed and strategies developed to 
help plan in this system. In fact it would be very interesting to examine each of the 
stakeholders, separately, in researching ICH preservation as it relates to tourism in 
moving towards sustainability. We understand that cultural heritage and natural 
heritage are inseparable, therefore we have to develop strategies that allows for the 
preservation of both.  
 
The benefit in so doing is that we create a socio-economic system that is in harmony 
with the natural system and is, therefore, sustainable. Preserving aspects of ICH 
deemed desirable or sustainable then becomes “icing on the cake” or the reason for 
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being in this world. That is why it is hoped that by using tourism as a vehicle, SSD 
and sustainability can be introduced into societies all around the globe that seed might 
be planted and the roots take hold and it might grow and spread to other walks of life. 
 
Finally, one very important thing to keep in mind is that people should always be the 
primary focus. Because without focusing on human needs and the satisfiers of their 
needs, it is easy to trample on peoples’ thoughts, feelings, emotions, totally, moves us 
in the wrong direction. Peoples’ needs should ultimately be met or we can never hope 
to become a sustainable society within the biosphere. 
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7. APPENDIX A INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
 
1. Can you give us your assessment of the current situation in Tibet, with regards to 

preservation of ICH?  
2. What is your opinion of the cultural conflict between the more dominant 

westernized world and their worldwide appeal, versus, say the eastern world, 
where their cultures and traditions are weaker?  

3. How do you assess the influence that tourism can bring to Tibet intangible 
cultural heritage and local people’s life? 

4. What influence tourism has brought to Tibet ICH?  
5. If you think tourism brings more positive impacts rather than negative to Tibet 

ICH, could you give us some examples? 
6. How can a balance be found between the happiness of local people in tourist 

regions, as well as the tourists who visit them? 
7. What is the fate of those cultures in developing regions, like Tibet, under the 

influence of globalization? 
8. Can we slow down the pace of the loss of ICH?  
9. How do you think tourism can help ICH preservation in the future? 
10. What measures can China take to help preserve ICH in Tibet? 
11. In your opinion, what dose culture diversity look like in the far future? 
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8. APPENDIX B QUESTIONNAIRE AND DATA COLLECTION 
 
Question 1. Age Q1 Age

67%

18%

13% 2%

16-25

26-35

36-50

50+

A. 16-25 
B. 26-35  
C. 36-50 
D. 50+ 
 

 
 
 

 
Question 2. Occupation Q2 Occupation

62%13%

13%

10% 2%
Student

Schlar

Worker

Officer

Farmer

A. Student   
B. Scholar  
C. Worker  
D. Government Officer 
E. Farmer 
F. Others (_______) 
 

 
 
 
Question 3. What is your 

nationality? 
Q3 Nationality

38%

42%

20%

Tibetan

Han

Others

A. Tibetan  
B. Han nationality 
C. Others(_______) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Question 4. What is your opinion about the impact of tourism in Tibet? 
A. Positive 

Q4 Opinions about the tourism impact
in Tibet

56%
21%

15%
8% Positive

Negative

Not sure

Don’t care

B. Negative  
C. Not sure 
D. Don’t care 
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Question 5. Do you see evidence of the environment in Tibet as being 

systematically degraded due to tourism? 
A. Agree 

Q5 Environmental degradation

39%

15%

39%

5% 2% Agree

Disagree

Neutral

Not sure

Don’t care

B. Disagree  
C. Neutral 
D. Not sure 
E. Don’t care 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Question 6. Do you see pollution increasing because of tourism? 
A. Agree 

Q6 Pollution increasing

34%

15%
36%

10% 5% Agree

Disagree

Neutral

Not sure

Don’t care

B. Disagree 
C. Neutral 
D. Not sure 
E. Don’t care 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Question 7. Do you agree there are negative impacts caused by tourism 

industry?  
Q7 Negative impacts due to tourism

15%

18%

49%

18% Agree

Disagree

Neutral

Not sure

A. Agree 
B. Disagree 
C. Neutral 
D. Not sure 
E. Don’t care 
 
 
 
 
 
Question 8. Which do you think belongs to intangible cultural heritage？ 
A. Potala Palace 
B. Repa dance 
C. the making techniques for Tibetan Thangka 
D. The Legend of King Gesar 
E. Jokhang temple  
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Q8 Which is ICH

9%

30%

22%

31%

8% Potala

Repa dance

Thangka

King Gesar

Jokhang

 
 

Question 9. If there is conflict between modernization and preservation of 
national culture, which of the following would you choose? 

A. To give up modernization and keep our traditional culture 
B. To chose modernization and give up our traditional culture 
C. On the basis of preservation of traditional culture, to do mild change 
D. Not sure 
E. Don’t care    
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Q9 Modernization and preservation of

national culture

2% 13%10% 5% Keep

Modernization

Mild change

Not sure

Don't care70%

 
 
 
Question 10. Have you traveled to other cities? 
A. Yes 
B. No 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Q10 Ever traveled?

64%

36%
Yes

No

 
Question 11. If you have been to the other cities, what is (are) the reason(s)? 
A. To visit the natural scenery, historical sites 
B. Admire the modern cities, and for shopping 
C. Attracted by other’s culture 
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D. To look for another feeling of belonging 
E. To broaden my sight 

Q11 Reasons for traveling

29%

15%28%

4%

24%
Visit Natural

Modern

Culture

Belonging

Broaden sight

 
 

Question 12. Which type of wedding do you prefer? 
A .Han wedding 
B. Tibetan wedding 
C. Western wedding 
D. Mixed wedding 

Q12 Types of wedding

18%

27%
32%

23%

.Han

Tibetan

Western 

 Mixed 

 
Question 13. If money is not an issue, what type of house would you prefer? 
A. Western 
B. Traditional Tibetan 
C. Modern Tibetan 
D. Combination  
B. No preference, just comfortable 
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Q13 Types of house

15%

31%
26%

28% Western

Tibetan

Combination

No preference

 
 
Question 14. What is your wish for Tibet’s future? 
A. A totally modernized Tibet, everyone shares in the abundance 
B. Keep the original, even with the price of poverty 
C. Satisfied with what Tibet is now, don’t need too much change 
D. A modern and traditional Tibet 
E. Everyone can live a good life, I don’t care what it looks like 
 
 

Q14 Wish for Tibet's future

12%

20%

17%

46%

5%

Modernized

Original

No desire

Modern and
traditional

Don't care

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Question 15. Do you regularly play an instrument?  
A. Yes 
B. No 
C. Sort of  
 

 

Q15 Play any instruments?

20% 13%

62%

Yes

 No

Sort of
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Question 16. Do you sing traditional Tibetan songs? 
A. Yes 
B. No 
C. Sort of  
 

 
 

Q16 Sing Tibetan Songs

22%

42%

36%

 Yes

No

Sort of 
 
 
 
 
Question 17. Do you dance Tibetan traditional dancing?  
A. Yes 
B. No 
C. Sort of 

Q17 Tibetan Dancing

44%

27% 27%

Yes

No

Sort of

 
 

Question 18. Do you speak Tibetan language daily with your Tibetan friends 
or your families? (For Tibetans to answer) 

A. Yes 
B. Quite often, but both Tibetan and Mandarin 
C. Seldom, most of time speaks Mandarin 
D. No, only Mandarin 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q18 Speak Tibetan language?

24%

16%
40%

20%

Yes

Quite often

Seldom

No
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Question 19. Which type of clothing do you wear in your daily life? 
A. Tibetan traditional  
B. Modified traditional  
C. Fashion  
D. All kinds   

Q19 Clothing

5%
20%

16%59%

Traditional

Modified

Fashion

All kinds

 
Question 20. When you need to see a doctor, what type of hospital or doctor 

do you see? 
A. Tibetan Autonomous region people’s hospital  
C. Tibetan Medical Hospital 
D. Army hospital 
E. Take the nearest one 
 

Q20 Types of hospital

11%

24%

26%

39% Regional

Medical

Army

the nearest

 
 

 
Question 21. If you have enough time, what would you prefer to learn? 
A. Western instrument like violin, piano 
B. Western dancing like Samba, Ballet  
C. Tibetan instrument like String Guitar 
D. Tibetan traditional dancing 
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Q21 Skills learning

24%

17%
30%

29% W. instrument

W. dancing

T. instrument

T. dancing

what

 
Question 22. At which of the following restaurants would you choose to have 

dinner?  
A. Han restaurant 
B. Tibetan restaurant 
C. Western restaurant 
D. All above but mostly Tibetan restaurants 
E. All those but mostly Han restaurant   
 

Q22 Types of restaurants

33%

15%15%

37%
Han

Tibetan

Western

All above

 
 
Question 23. What do you feel might be the most effective way to save your 

culture? 
A. Measures to promote cultural expressions 
B. Information sharing and transparency 
C. Participation of civil society 
D. Promotion of international cooperation 
E. Others 
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Q23 Ways to save culture

34%

24%
20%

18% 4%

75 

Others

International
Co.

Participation

Information

Measures

 



9. APPENDIX C HOW THE TIBETAN 14 ICH ITEMS VIOLATE THE HUMAN NEEDS 

(INTERNAL) 
 
Categories Satisfier Being Having Doing Interacting 

Subsistence 1.KingGesar - - - - 

  2.Medicine expensive, ignorance, 
imbalance 

unsustainability, poverty use unaffordable materials, 
pay less to the workers, 
don’t have enough medical 
insurance   

disharmony with nature, 

  3.Thangka painting luxury unsustainability, poverty use unaffordable and rare 
materials, take over one 
year to finish one 

disharmony with the nature 

  4.Papermaking   ignorance, imbalance poverty ignore less market demands 

  5.Lhasa kite  - - - - 

  6.Apron and rug - - - - 
  7.Performing arts imbalance poverty pay less to the artists and 

performers 
less market demands 

  8.Chamdo - - - - 

  9.Gya watermill  -  -  -  - 

Protection 1.KingGesar - - - - 

  2.Medicine poisonous materials the process of detoxicating; 45 days’ detoxification totally handmade workshop 

  3.Thangka painting -   - - 

  4.Papermaking   - - - - 
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  5.Lhasa kite - - - - 

  6.Apron and rug - - - - 

  7.Performing arts competitiveness fashion neglect social change 

  8.Chamdo            -              -                -             - 

  9.Gya watermill competitiveness industrialization, 
commercialization  

abandon market 

1.KingGesar oral based expression, illiteracy, the sheer number 
of people 

exclude interested indigenous, 

2. Medicine defensiveness; sexism; 
elitism  

the sheer number of people, 
machismo, social 
acceptance of inequality  

exclude few professional 
pharmacists, generation to 
generation in few families 

3.Thangka painting sexism machismo exclude generation to generation 
according to lineage, 
religious school 

4.Papermaking   - - - - 

5.Lhasa kite ageism, sexism,  kite flying rule exclude only among men 

6. Apron and rug - - - - 

7.Performing arts - - - - 

8.Chamdo ageism, sexism,  the celebration procedure exclude monastery  

Participation 

9.Gya watermill - - - - 

1.KingGesar fatigue, information overload recite some 2,000,000 
words in the epic, 

generation to generation in 
the indigenous 

Idleness 

2.Medicine - - - - 
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3.Thangka painting fatigue the procedure of Thangka complicate, generation to generation in 
few lineages, in certain 
monetary 

4.Papermaking   - - -  - 

5.Lhasa kite competitiveness professionalism in sports to win lack of occasion, 
environment not adapted to 
climate     

6. Apron and rug fatigue handmade procedure work too hard handmade workshop 

7.Performing arts boredom history story telling, fixed 
stories 

over-inform theater, stage 

8.Chamdo boredom complex procedure over-inform monastery  

9.Gya watermill - -  - - 

1.KingGesar - - - - 

2.Medicine conformity, stubbornness  Tibetan Northern Medicine 
School, predominance of 
materials 

use only minerals as major 
component 

limited scope for material 
selecting 

3.Thangka painting conformity Sutra of Measurements for 
Statues Construction of 
Tibetan Buddhism 

draw every painting 
according to the 
measurements 

alignment with the 
measurement 

4.Papermaking   - - - - 

5.Lhasa kite - - - - 

6. Apron and rug - - - - 

7.Performing arts conformity the 9 fixed theatrical 
programs  

conform lack of group creativity 

Creation 

8.Chamdo conformity the fixed procedure conform monastery  
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9.Gya watermill - - - - 

1. King Gesar - - - - 

2.Medicine - - - - 

3.Thangka painting inhibition the rule of drawing chant scripture whiling 
drawing, memorize the 
measure every night  

alignment with the rule all 
the time  

4.Papermaking   - - - - 

5.Lhasa kite - - - - 

6. Apron and rug alienation out of date style seldom wear in few traditional occasions 

7.Performing arts lack of feeling / emotion out-of-date fail to feel audience and the contents 
of the program 

8.Chamdo lack of feeling / emotion out-of-date fail to feel audience and the contents 
of the program 

Affection 

9.Gya watermill - - - - 

1. King Gesar unreceptiveness, exclusive, 
reserved 

information overload, 
language obstacles 

abdicate, fast pace of change, 
incompatibility of language 
system within the social 
environment 

2.Medicine secretive achievement orientation, 
specialization, 

complicate, Lack of information, 

3.Thangka painting goal-oriented the system rule, present Buddhism stories isolation of non-religious 
people 

4.Papermaking   - - - - 

Understanding

5.Lhasa kite - - - - 
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6.Apron and rug - - - - 

7.Performing arts lack of communication the language obstacle fail to inform the contents stage, theater 

8.Chamdo lack of communication the language obstacle fail to inform the contents the communication between 
Lhama and audience 

9.Gya watermill - - - - 

1. King Gesar exclusivity special language as the 
bearer 

oral performance interested indigenous 

2.Medicine overprotective lineage system pass on generation to 
generation 

closed family or school 
systems 

3.Thangka painting - - - - 

4.Papermaking   insignificance productive Papermaking  ignore family making mills 

5.Lhasa kite - - - - 

6.Apron and rug - - - - 

7.Performing arts - - - - 

8.Chamdo - - - - 

Identity 

9.Gya watermill - - - - 

1. King Gesar obedience class system, self-deception obedience to the nature 

2.Tibetan medicine - - - - 

3.Thangkha painting obedience social norms self-deception obedience to the nature 

4.Papermaking   - - - - 

Freedom 

5.Lhasa kite constraint the season for flying kite fly kite only in August celebration for harvest 
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6.Apron and rug - - - - 

7.Performing arts - - - - 

8.Chamdo obedience social norms self-deception obedience to the nature 

9.Gya watermill - - - - 

 
1. King Gesar: the Epic of King Gesar 
2. Tibetan Medicine: The mercury processing method of Lhasa Northern Medical School 
and the Formula    
preparing techniques for the Tibetan medicine Rinchen Drangjor 
3.Thangka making: Tibetan Thangka Painting 
4. Performing arts includes: Tibetan opera, Shinze Dance, Gorchom Dance, Repa Dance, 
Cho Dance of Lhokha Chamdo of Tashilhungpo Monastery in Shigatze 
5. Gya watermill: the Tsampa-making Techniques of Gya Water Powered Mill. 
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10. APPENDIX D HOW CURRENT ICH PRESERVATION TECHNIQUES VIOLATE HUMAN NEEDS 
 

Categories Satisfier Being Having Doing Interacting 

Subsistence 1.KingGesar ignorance poverty ignore the life of the artists’ life less payment or poor benefit for 
the artists 

  2.Medicine luxury, ignorance unsustainability, ill-health, 
poverty 

use unaffordable materials, use 
rare animals, pay less for the 
workers 

disharmony with nature 

  3.Thangka painting luxury, ignorance unsustainability, poverty  use unaffordable materials, pay 
less for the painters, 

disharmony with nature, 

  4.Papermaking   poverty low income get lower income from the 
produce 

lower market demands 

  5.Lhasa kite  - - - - 

  6.Apron and rug - - - - 
  7.Performing arts poverty low income get low payment for the 

performance 
low market demands 

  8.Chamdo - - - - 

  9.Gya watermill  - - - - 

Protection 1.KingGesar - - - - 

  2.Medicine poisonous the process of detoxicating; 45 days’ detoxification totally handmade workshop 

  3.Thangka painting vulnerability commercialization, 
resourcelessness 

sell the few mines that rich in the 
necessary materials to private 

the negotiation with mine owners 

  4.Papermaking   competitiveness industrialization mass productive market 

  5.Lhasa kite - - - - 
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  6.Apron and rug competitiveness commercialization mass productive market 
  7.Performing arts competitiveness out-of-date neglect market 

  8.Chamdo competitiveness out-of-date neglect special ritual  

  9.Gya watermill fragile, competitiveness out-of-date, old mechanize market, individual family 

1.KingGesar Intellectualism professional work team,  exclude,  working shop with over 100 
scholars, over-professionalization 
work teams, seminars, lack of 
communal spaces 

2. Medicine secretiveness, sexism secret making procedure exclude generation to generation, between 
men 

3.Thangka painting dishonesty, superficiality, 
pragmatism 

commercialization, monetarism adulterate painting tourism market 

4.Papermaking   - - - - 

5.Lhasa kite ignorance out dated social norms withdraw lack of place and time, lack of 
organization  

6. Apron and rug dishonesty monetarism mass produce modern factory 

7.Performing arts superficiality commercialization surrender to others’ expectations market 

8.Chamdo secretiveness, sexism fixed procedure exclude monastery 

Participation 

9.Gya watermill - - - - 

1.KingGesar unimaginativeness dull performance form, written 
form 

oral expression, publish record tapes 

2.Medicine - - - - 

3.Thangka painting - - - - 

4.Papermaking   worker fatigue handmade procedure do every step by hand handmade family workshops 

Idleness 

5.Lhasa kite depression junk entertainment ignore a sheer number of people 
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6. Apron and rug - - - - 

7.Performing arts competitiveness junk entertainment ignore market 

8.Chamdo competitiveness junk entertainment ignore market 

9.Gya watermill - - - - 

1.KingGesar conformity,  education system, edited data, institutionalize distance from nature, tamed 
environment, no place for created 
things, lack of group creativity 

2.Medicine conformity, stubbornness  Tibetan Northern Medicine 
School, examination system 

use only minerals as major 
component 

limited scope for material 
selecting 

3.Thangka painting superficiality commercialization copy or print the paintings market 

4.Papermaking   illiteracy handmade procedure conform with the ancient methods family workshop 

5.Lhasa kite saturation kite making procedure conform with the ancient methods family workshop 

6. Apron and rug superficiality modern design adapt the modern paintings modern factory 

7.Performing arts conformity, pragmatism the fixed programs, artificial 
programs 

conform, surrender to others’ 
expectations 

theater, stage 

8.Chamdo conformity the fixed programs conform performers 

Creation 

9.Gya watermill saturation waterpower do according to the existed 
equipment 

water mill 

1. King Gesar intellectuality turning affection into publication  collect and publish loss of feeling of performance 

2.Medicine narcissism succeeding system keep the secret and the pride of 
owning the technique 

isolated groups 

3.Thangka painting superficiality commercialization rush, not understand market 

4.Papermaking   - - - - 

5.Lhasa kite - - - - 

Affection 

6. Apron and rug - - - - 
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7.Performing arts numbness out-of-date programs fail to understand the history communication with the 
audiences 

8.Chamdo numbness out-of-date programs fail to understand the history communication with the 
audiences 

9.Gya watermill - - - - 

1. King Gesar apathy,  press oversimplify Distancing from audience 

2.Medicine secretiveness,  specialization, language obstacle introduce in mono-language, 
pseudo-inform  

lack of information, lack of 
interaction 

3.Thangka painting complicated, specialization specialized system mislead, simplify, patronize the information transited from 
laymen 

4.Papermaking   insularity,  media, information be lack of introduction not enough information 

5.Lhasa kite - - - - 

6.Apron and rug pragmatism over production  depersonalize lack of information 

7.Performing arts lack of communication the language obstacle fail to inform the contents stage, theater 

8.Chamdo lack of communication the language obstacle, scripture fail to inform the contents, chant monastery 

Understanding

9.Gya watermill ignorance media fail to inform lack of information 

1. King Gesar conformity stereotype, unify the versions, seminar 

2.Medicine - - - - 

3.Thangka painting loss of uniqueness artificial dyes use chemical material instead market 

4.Papermaking   insignificance other significant cultures ignore local people 

5.Lhasa kite insignificance other forms of entertainments ignore lack of time and space 

6.Apron and rug alienation out of date style seldom wear in few traditional occasions 

7.Performing arts - - - - 

Identity 

8.Chamdo - - - - 
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9.Gya watermill - - - - 

1. King Gesar - - - - 

2.Tibetan medicine - - - - 

3.Thangkha 
painting 

lack of resources deprivation, control though money lack of mine 

4.Papermaking   - - - - 

5.Lhasa kite constraint the season for flying kite fly kite only in August celebration for harvest 

6.Apron and rug - - - - 

7.Performing arts - - - - 

8.Chamdo - - - - 

Freedom 

9.Gya watermill - - - - 

 
1. King Gesar: the Epic of King Gesar 
2. Tibetan Medicine: The mercury processing method of Lhasa Northern Medical School and the Formula    
preparing techniques for the Tibetan medicine Rinchen Drangjor 
3.Thangka making: Tibetan Thangka Painting 
4. Performing arts includes: Tibetan opera, Shinze Dance, Gorchom Dance, Repa Dance, 
Cho Dance of Lhokha Chamdo of Tashilhungpo Monastery in Shigatze 
5. Gya watermill: the Tsampa-making Techniques of Gya Water Powered Mill. 
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